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Schlfr bases of oiomatic aldehydes and ketones react 
with diiron enneacarbonyl at room temperature eriving complexe» 
with the molecular formula (beae) Peg (CO)g <. Assines and 
hydraxones afford analogous complexes^ Schlff base» ^ive low 
yield© of the same complexes x^ ?h©n irradiated with iron pente  ^
carbonyl g whereas azineo do not react undei' these condl tiens. 
Azobonzene reacts with iron pen to carbonyl when irrsdUnted to 
i^lve a mo ta 1 carbonyl complex corresponding to the formula 
 ^(azobenzone)Pe2 (CO)e’j, which in fact 1» a derivative of ortho^ 
semidine ^ In addition to this type, substituted azobenzenes 
«Iso givo products of the type (azobenzene)aFe(CO)^ Besctlcn 
of azotoluene with diiron enneacarbonyl at room temperstur© give? 
yet another type of complex in ©xtremely low yield^ The mass 
spectral and chemical degradation and probable structures of 
these complexes ore discussed^
Diphenyldtazomethone reacts with iron pentocarbonyl when 
irradiated giving two different types of complexes? its reocttoy 
with trliron dodecacarbonyl gives pr©dominantly one of these,
A ^^4«Dltoiyldiazomethane affords similar complexes^ W i  
phonyIdiazomethan© and phonyIbenzoyldiazomethano give only 
unstable products in low yields^ The most notable feature of 
this work to that diphonyIketone^ an irradiation product of
phenylbenzoyldtazomethane reacts smoothly with iron pent©-- 
carbonyl when irradiated to give complex in fairly high yield, 
Baoed on analyticalg mass spectral and chemical degradation 
work» possible structures are proposed for these complexes 
Dli^enyldiazomethano does not react to give any complexes when 
irradiated with nickel tetracarbonyl, raethylcyclopcnt»dienyl«- 
manganese tricarbonyl and chromium hex©carbonyl <,
Tetramethyl-2 tetrazene reacts with iron pentocerbonyl 
when irradiated giving a complex in low yields its reaction 
with diiron ennoacarbonyl at room temperature gives an unstable 
liquid eomplexo Diazofluorin© affords two complexes In very 
low yields, on treatment with diiron enneacarbonyl and a differs 
complex when Irradiated with iron pentacarbonyl^ the letter 
compound shows both bridging and terminal metal carbonyl 
absorptions In the infrared spectrum « Diazocyclopontadione 
gives en unstable liquid complex when irradiated with iron 
pentacarbonyli. No complexes ere formed from ethyl azodicarboxy^ 
late and Iron pentacarbonyl or diiron enneacarbonylo In view 
of the instability and low yields of these complexes^ it hae 
not been possible to carry out any chemical work on theiio 
Attempts to form complexes from fluorene,, fluorenone or 
tetrephenylethylene and iron pentacarbonyl by irradiation ere 
not successful..
Some reactions between the complex obtained from acetylon 
and the iron tetracarbonyl anion and the following reagents
are carried out In order to study the chemistry of this rather 
Interesting c o m p o u n d I t s  reaction with d ichlorophenylphosphine 
does not give any phosphole., When Irradiated, it yields an 
unstable complex » In order to see whether it is possible to 
replace one or more carbonyl groups by diphenylcsrbene it ts 
irradiated with dipl© nyldiazomethan®« No such reaction 
occurs g instead two nitrogen containing complexes are obtained^ 
Its reaction with phenylacetylone gives a metal complex in very 
low yleldc Although the study of these compounds is incomplete 
some data are presented on them..
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Repp© and Vetter repoi'teâ lu 1953 t-hat the reaction of 
acetylene with iron pantacarhonyl in aqiiaous alcohol under pressure 
produced B in addition to ethyl aorylate and hyd ro qui none j, a stable 
organolron oompoimd (l)« The latter was decomposed
readily by hot water or dilute aerUle? giving hydroquinone and a 
n©w complex Fefl^H^Og (IX) which^ in turn, could be oxidised to 
FaO^ H..^ O^ . (iXl)o Another complex E Bi) was obtained
from the réaction ef acetylene with am aqneoua alkalino ^oîîition of 
iron csax'hoEjl hydride « Mo ©true ture a were postulated for these 
complexes..
The reaction of aeotyleme with am alkaline solution of
iron oarbonifl hydride to give complex {llfg E ^ H) was studied by
3 <^3 2 ^ 8
several groups o It was shown that the reacstive 8 pec lea was
[BF@(00)^ ] " 0 The complex contains two acidic hydroxyl g:foupa which
 ^ 4
can. be b©nsojiat©dp methylated or aoctylated p and a chain of four 
■a
oerbon atomso Several structurea were proposed for this
3 B8
complex» but the problem was mot salved until x-raj data
heoaaie available for the analogxnso complex obtained, from 2-buty%W: 
Ba^ecl on this» the complex F e , . ) 0^  (.W§ E - E) is represented 
ae belows
Ft
The s3omple.is: E H) earn W  cncidxBed with ferric
chloride to (¥) wliioîa undergo@5 a norisal BieIs-Alder 
reaction with c,yslopoatadien@ to give (V'l)^ thus showi;ag 
that the ©tliylUînio linkage in (?) Is not bonded to the, metal'- 
fhe complex (iVg R ^ 0.1% ) reacts with su.lphnr dioxide uud^s: 
iri’adration to give (Vllg H ^ 0F% )" o
U1 N
!!
[Î
frCCCjDjj fi Fs-(CO/'
AC
'»* >.(VZI,
* H )Th© mechanism of formation of the complex (‘
iB obscur©?^ it has 'been that F@g (GO)g rather t
lllfe ( C 0 ) to t he re as t Ive u pec i© a o
Tho complexes F e G ^ %  (l)% F e C ^ (% (ll) and
1
FeCgH^C% (ill) first reported by Eeppe and Tetter were
1 A 1 2
inwistigated again bj Wilkinson and Hiibel and their
c o - w o r k e r s  o T he  c o m p le x  ( i l l )  w as s k o rm  t o  "be
J; i ' 1 ïâ
eyelopemtadiomoneiron tx’icarfeonjl hj both groups of workors’c'
The complex F@G.^%  (II) was formulatod aa oj<i 0 n t ad 1 e no- n© :t t o %:
It
aico-rboujl (ïla) by Wilkinson and cc-work©ra on the bswio of its 
x}.«®oro spectrum^ but has been shown to be a dimer^ 2F@CI^  E. Og,
(II) by Hiibel and eo-worker's*
&8
Moleeular weight déterminations
â A ^ ^ s ^i'ê , .
WBTj %B. different s o l v e n t s B o t h  complexes (II and I.iX)
on traatm^ïit with triphexxylphosphin© give (TXIl)p also (ll) and
(ill) ©an be intorconvorted' "by &&rhonjlûiti.on and oxidation
respectIv^lyo
r"
.a
I A
/
(11)
\
( V I I I )
ocaploz  ^E., 0%, ( l)  has been ahOY/n to be identical
V'/ith a 2s 1 adduct of ojo lope ,nt-£idie none Iron tricarbonyl with 
hydroquinone^ and the -atructusre (la) ©uggestod by Wilkinson
S.Î
©t ale on th® baele of ite spec trim e&n be safe I t rejected
rryvr
y > y  \ ) /  V : HÜ
//
\c;"
(COXx
(la)
%..
(CO):r fC)x
The reaction of aeetyleno with tx’liron dodecaoarhonyl or 
dllrom enneaoarbonyl gives more complicated products than with
lé
iron ps ntaoax’bonjl o Twelve complex-®a ar© repox'ted to
have been formed « In addition to the three complexes reported
â
by Reppe and Tetter/ the following produista &r@ obtainedo 
(aj Complex (.IX)? also formed from th.lophan® and iron 
A G 
oarbojaylf? o
(b) Tvjo leoEieric complexes of the (O^  )g 1?©^  (Go),,, p
X ‘'i'
one of which w b b  originally given the structure (Xo,) g
. .a©^i©
but has Bine© been eliowu to be (X)
.510
@.nd the other
originally formulated as (lia ) but now knovm to be (ll)o  
(c) Troponeiron trlearbonyl (ill)^  identical YYith the pjxoduct 
obtained from tropone and triiiYon dodecacarbonyl^ ^
i 8
The Gompleig (V) odtallied Ixi a different reaction by
Whiting et al.
(©) The ©ompl0X€îB of molecular formulas (Gg Eg (OO n^i
(G8B%)gF68(C0)G, (G8B2)8P@g(G0)? and (agB8)aF8(C0)g to
which structures have mot been aesignedo
I I
Ï
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(C%
%
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IMbel and co-vmrkez's"' have further etudicKl the oomple: 
(lïl)o It has been ehown to form a-ddiicte with hjdroquinona 
Ilk© the cjclopentadienone complem: ^ but unlike the latter^ 
it gives normal katone derivatives « Catalytic reduction
with hydrogen and platiaum gives a [sixtur© of 2g lohepta 
dlenone- and ^o^^^yGlohoptadlemoaelroa tricarbonyl complose©G 
(X III) and (xw).
(COM
/“ \
n
(X3V)
Esevoral good reviews hav© appear-ed dealing with the
coaipl@%es from ao@
2 0 S^fa
iron Q arb omr 1 e
and substituted acetylenes with
PHpTOGHEMIGAL REACTIONS OH METAL CARBORYLS A #  T # I R
DERIVATIVES c
Moat ^photochemical reaetxona carried out on me ta 3. ©arbonyls 
an.d theIr derivatives are substitution resoticmso Some reactions 
Involving rearrangemerits are ala© known and they are separately 
mentioned under miscellaneous reactionso The reaction of a meta' 
carhonjl M(00)^ or Its derivative RM(GO)^ (M me ta 3,^ E ^ ligand ) 
with an electron donor D can either lead to the substitution of 
earhonyl group by the donor D or the metal carbonyl undergoegî
disproportionation to form substituted metal ear'bonylates „
X a © o 9
HM.(CO).„ D ------   rHM(ao),. , S -î- 00Ji.  ^,L
)Nm, (G0),o -f- 12D—  --->2[MhI),, j! auCCO),, Jo + I-OCOt ©
The carbonyls of group VI metals undergo substitution with 
n=-el©otron doKscrSj, while those of group VII and VIII me tale 
undergo dieproportioafhtlea with donors Ineapablo of back 
douiatioHo .Even in the latter came g eubetitiition occurs as 
the tendency of the donor to participate in back donation 
increases « The photochemical substitution reactions of 
metal carbonjls with a- and fr'^ eElectron dono'rs are discussed hero
Method of Preparation
The general method of preparation consists of irradiating
a solution of the metal carbonyl and the donor in a suitable solver
under a current of nitrogen, The course of the reaction can be
followed bj quantitative determination of carbon monoxide evolved ^
The choice of the solvent is important both to the yield and
purity of the product^ Pure product can be often obtained
directly if it ia sparingly soluble in the solvent and is
precipitated out during irradiation^ ©ogv in the preparation of
2 @
Cy,Hgfm(CO)[(CEj ).^SOjgin diethyl etb.©ro Generally cpeakisgo tbf,* 
solubility of the products appears to be in the order mon&^
X \ B9
substituted ^  disub&^tituted )  trisubstitutedo The 
dlBubstitiitioii product9 if formed direct 1,y  ^ can be converted to 
the monosubstituted product by passing carbon monoxid© into the 
solution of the dlgsubstituted productp IoBo®
+ (eO)8olVo — V M(CO)gS D
With photochemical3,y unstable donors^ otich as p«phenyI@n@- 
diamine ÎJ the best method Is donor ezchang© j> ®og=. ^
Cr(GO)g Vfïlï* Cr(00)gTHP _ ? — -»-Cr(CO)g.B
Advantages of Pliotoohemieal over Thermal Substitution Imactlone ^
(i) In a photochemical react ion j, the uns table intermediate 
acceptor [RM(OO)^ ^ &8 produced at or below room temperature^
on aocoimt of the high onergj supplied by irradiation This 
enables the isolation of relatively unstable products or the produv 
not obtainable thermal3*je Thus, cjGlopentadlenjImanganeae
tritparborajl does not react with triphenylpliosphinsî even at 200^
BID
'but give© both mono- and dleub^tituted products photoljtlaaXlj^
(ii) Thermal reactIona usually do not permit the spécifia
preparation of mono= nul disufestitutloo procluotsp wlioroe.o this
seems to he possible by photochemical procedureeo For example„
butadieneIron tricarbonjl and triphenjlphosphlsio react thermally
so
to give iron dicsrbonyl tris-triphenjXphospliin© or butadiene:rron
dicarbonyl trlphenylphOGphlme» It ha© been poesibi.0 to obtain
both butadiene Iron diearbonyl tripheïî^rlphosphine and butadieneiron
3 g
carbonyl bis-triphenylp'iioephine by photoijti© metliodo. Tujiggten 
hei^aaarbonyl reacts with acatonitrlle thermally to give trie, 
substituted compoimii ,j whereae mono- and ciieubstituted products 
are obtained photolyticallTo SheXln© et al<> have reported
*'& ^ «tJA4S.Tr*'
the formation of di- emd triaubstituted products in this
phot G ly 11G re aa t ion o
(ill) Thermal and photolytic réactions may yield quite different 
type of productso TrlphenylphoBphlne and triethylphosphiii© 
react thermally with dlBsngan^s® d@eacarbonjl to give 
paramegnetie mcmomex^s^ Mn(GO)^PBg (E Ph or Et )» With
photochemical techniques diamagnetic dimers [Mn(OO)^EHgjg
. s e D0?
(H Ph or Et ) are formed «
(iv) Att@ispte to exchange GO 3,iganâe with in metal carbonyls
5
at room temperature and at higher temperatur© were not Buaaeasful 
The metal carbonyls on irradiation split off carbon mono3:ide and 
this adds on again in a dark reaction in the absexio© of donor . 
This observation led to a photochemical method of preparation of 
&4G0-lab@llGd metal carbonyls and their derivativeso
If an arene metal tricax'bonjl ArM(GO)^ ie dieso3,r:al in on 
aromatic solvent Ar^ which is labelled with and irradiated 
eacehange of the ligand At Is p h o t o o h e m ic a l ly  Induced aoooieaxng 
to the Donation*
Tlila would suggest that not only M-00 bonds ara broken but
'68
Ar-M bond© are also broken photolytiaallyo
Til© Mature of Photochemical Substitution *
The photochemical su'batitution proceeds by an 
whereas thermal substitutiaa may proofed by an or
Il
If a solution of msstal carbosiyl or its d©rivâtiv© RM(GO)^ 
i© irradiatedp orne- moleoml© of earbom momoxid© i© opiit &ff from
fJf
t W  ©Mited moleoul® [m(00)^J'with the formation of as @l@0;tron 
aùooptor [RM(GO) . jo T W  W@t etuâied in tM©«Il
re©p®©t ar® M(G0)^ [M o^p Mo& W] » and the ©%l8t@ne# of M(00)g
a# electron aeeeptor has boom d©î@om0trat®d ahomloaliy a© well
944 ^
m& 0p©©tr@s€4Oploallyo Tli® inxrared ©peetrum Isi th©
métal ©arbonyl région i© oharsotori©tie. of a mqmare pyramid of fivo
4T
©arboayl group® about the metal atomo The toif^^lif© of this 
umstabl© ao^optor i© of th® order of a few it ham beam
mhomi t© h® two saimato® foT w(00)gj at room temperatureo The 
substitutios'i product is them formed bj th© addition of am m» or 
donor into the vacant orbital of the aooeptox*
Bmetlom Moohamlsm and Quantum Tit Mocrwrw©ïWsr»ia;=ï/4iitî!w!îwvîs=îs«w^ïft^iia«tt^i!(î3A'VT4t«ï5Mtsfïs;£aitfi;aTi»m
Moat of the work oomoermlmg th#0@ aaptote has boon dome
068 040
im ©étal hosaaarboajl©^ and ia du© to Strohntler and ©o-^workereo 
Th© quamtum ylmld ^  of the primary photooh®laieal reaction waa found 
in all oaaea to b@ loO for time t ^ 0 at wavelength J\ 3^ 660 and
e
4)60 Ao a M  to be lmdep©md©mt of the metal atom ami the dom«
Bo fh© quantum yield deoroaoos with the inereaeln# time of 
irradiation on account of #e abaorptiom of light by aecondmry 
produota formed* Several dark reaction© alao ©oour almultaneouoly
12
at 'waT'lQvm rat©e^ secondary reactions depend on the central
atom g on the mature of setal carbonyl^ and on the donor ))* The 
following scheme is given for metal hemearhonylss 
Prisiiary photochemical react ions
Î1V iEiCh I CO
B Q GOBflarj H© ae t ±o u b  t
1}
[M(GO}gJ + (eojsoiv,,
MCs o L B  •!• (CO)solv„ 5$(G0)g 4 D
;in the ©as© of smhstitutlan products of metal oarhonyl 
derivativesp the mechanlam ham h®@m worked out for easjplsssea
;jA \ v'-. /0 .U <*
Primary phatochemlaal reactlong
4!f
-)• [ M ( G O L B ] r
.»■ -j- CO (a)
-■’[M{00)g] + » (1>)
Ba Ù ondary r#si© t i oma @
;D -----
p 0 ) S L' 1 ¥ o
G0]bq1y %
m Cg o XjB]
MCGOj^Bg
n n I T)
"> M(G' D
-> M(CO)gD 4
Since reaction (’b) does mot take part in. the formation of 
dieiüîstitutlon produst M(C0)^Dg g the quantum yield for th# 
preparation of disubatitution products of metal carlbosiyl dérivâtIv 
ù&miQt be malty, even at time t 0« It was found to 'be 
O0O5 - Oc5ï> depending on the e e^amlmedo
Polymuelear Ooapounds with BxfiimctioBal Donorsc.
i.y p  p f-r /, _,
Several polyauclear substitution procliiots have bean obtallkedl 
by the use of 'bifimetiosial donors of the type D-A-D, where D 1b an 
Svtom from group ¥ or VI of the period is table, or a residue 
eontalming double or triple bondso The donors aet as 'brldgo 
ligands ^
4' I)«'A' 2GG1 ' '*  ^ i^z - 1
Mi B G fô I lane ous Plio toe he mie a 1 Reae 110 ns «
Several isolated instances of photochemical resetIona havi 
been .reported, for whloh there Is no evidence as yet that they 
QîGCur in other systems^ The following example© are glvezu
0 envers ion of a -bonded to a if -banded oomplez
E G B  9
oc
COCo
C H - c C Ho
M Mo ÿW
(XVI) i'Âll.l)
CO
i
iC'
:l
44-
Iw
R i ■'
(R^Ph, Bt or Mq
SR in
ill OoBv©ri3ioii of complex (XXII) into tetraphenylbrtadlenez^^m 
tricarboxijl (XXIIl) and of the oemplezi (XXI?) now thought to hz
into tetraph0nYlo:yolobutadi©non©iron trlo&zhoDylof the type
. 2 8 ^ 6 0 
(XIVj.
Fè
XX ;t,
hv
pi /t I'hPjh
fG(CO)%
/ — \
. tr. /rr,\U-\
I
(XXIV)
w
yPh
ijI  . J
(xxv)
© 1
(ill) Biaproportionatiom of metal carbonyls
ï'e(CO)g + Meg SO — —  ^ [2’e(MOgS0)g ][Fe^ (C0)„ ]
(-U.VI )
F®{CO)^ 4- PbsPO  [F e (P h g P O )g  J [ P e ^ ( G O ) J
(XOTIl)
F e (C 0 ) j5  +  PhgAsO  J 2 I,. [ F e ( P h g A s 0 ) g ] [ F e 3 ( C 0 ) , J
(XXVIII)
(iir) Blmerlaation of a mononuclear complex to a blnuoleas 
complex by the loes of carbon monoxide »
 ^ fR^Ph* Aa(eF, )j
CO
R
(XKX)
(v) B©carbonylation of acyl derivatives of cyclopantadienyl 
metal carbonyls into the corresponding alkyl derivativeso
HC0Fe{C0)3Ca%. — ^  BF@(00)gO@% (H-CFg sCgl-'g ,0g?, ,G% ,GgBg
and CEEg 3^ CH)
(XXXI) (XXXII)
(vi) Reaction of sulphur dioxide wl'^ iiiron enneacarbonyl gives 
the complex (JIXIIIX)»
J.Ù
9  9
t/ex;-------;te(CC9y --%--y ((%%/&"------3' ' \  / o " 1^/ ■ - '■'?
'C/
(XXXÏII)
66
Strolia^eler àas r©<e©atlj reviewed the aubstltutiou. reactions 
on metal cairbonjla a%d their derivatives iinder pb,otol;ytie 
conditions and Ims given am ©Khaustiv© list of the compound# 
described in the literature up to the end of 196%*
IT
REACTIONS OF IRC# GARBOmY&S WITH miTROGBH BASES
The reaction of an alkali salt of kyds'oxylamino-a- 
sulphonia acid with aqueous alkaline tetraearbomyllroii solution
/ Vat 0  ^gives the product 5 which from hengcme solutiai?
at room temperature in 5 ffliiio gives [Fe(WEg)^][Peg(GO)^^]^^
The réaction of F@(GO)a&^ with hydro^eylamine gives [Pe(CO)gER]^ c
Treatment of iron pentacarbonjl with liquid ammonia gives [BTi;,
.  ,. . -,6V P0©
[F0(GOj^jo Bilran 0m 1@aca1Toon.3fT1 and triiron dodecacarhonji 
with liquid amatonia give ]g [Fe^ (OO)^  ^] and [F@(MHg)gj[Fep(GO)^J
respectiveljc The formation of [Fo(KI% ][f©^ (co)j ] ie 
suggested ao an intermediate in the formation of fFe (IH«V»- (V G16 *- e.' ■*  ^ïfj
Treatment of iron pcritacarhonjl with aqueous ammonia in the
7<Q
pregj©ne© of pjxTidixi.© or hjclro:i:ylamina also gives 
[Fe(H% }eJi>es(CO)g]o
Treatment of trilron doelecacarhoi\yl with ©tbylenediamin© 
at 40® gives [F0(en)g][Feg(CO)%^]%whloh reacts further with 
©tlp/lenedlamln® at ^0® to give [^©(©11)3 ][Fe^  ^(CO)jg ] o The latter 
compound reacts further with ethjlencdiamin© at 145® to give
V i
l[Fe(e.n)g ][Fe(GD)^^ Jo The cation in [F©(©n)g j[)?e(0O)^ ] undergo#8 
ligand e:scdiang© with ammonia yielding [F@(HHg)g][Feg(CO)^J
T S,
{©n ^ ©thylen©d:laiî?ln©)o
Pyridine reacts with iron pentacarbony1 when Irradiated « 
and with triiron dodaeaoarhonjl at room t@mpera.tur© to give
le
,70
The latter coap-ouncl om with
glYWi [ï’s(hi% )a ][^ ®<i (*^‘0)s8 ] S'B4ammonia and o-
7 %
[F©{a-pb.©nanthroli3i©)^ (CO)^ g, ] respectivelyo Acidifieatioj
of the [F0^(GO)%gj&^' aalfe with hydrochloric e^ eid gives the 
liydridc ïLF©^ (OO)... as a browm^black p^/rophoric solid which gi’A*  ^ ^ *■*
78
a deep red ether solution»
"iron pentacarbonyX and q «phenan thro line react wfeexi "briefly 
heated in aoetom® at 6,5'^ with the formation of s blue umstable 
ùom'poimÂ Fe(00)g (O-phca) c Treatment of iron pentacarhonji 
or triiron dod©eaearbony 1 with o-plienasithroline in aeetonop
ecmmwhat lemgor time glws
[Fe (0-phen)g ][F@g ( 0 0 ]  ami Im pyridin^t [F©(0-pïacnj [Fe,- (GO), aï
70
is also formedo (o»phem ^
Treatment of iron pentacarhoxiyX with piperidine ard 
pyrrolidine at low temperatures glvee Fe(GO)^ (plperidlne^^ and
7 41
Fe(GO)gj (pyrTolldlne)g re^peotively* If the reaction hetwaem
Iron pentaearhony 1 and piperidia© is oarriad out In bensene at 0$
OK %or If 11-formjlpiperldine ±b heated with iron pentaearbonyl at 95
the product Is [?e(l-formylpip0rid:Uie ).> (Q0),„55 j «
Eirrrolidin© givem fF©(pj-yrol Fe. 'iB i whan irradiated
Im 'bansene at 65® with iron pentaoarbonylo Morpholin© and iron 
pentacarbDE^jX glTO [ f®  ( H«formyImorpholine )g ] [F© ( C0 J or 
irphQlixxe)^ ][FS‘h^ (OO)^ jg j depending^ o?i the reaction
IF©4! (GO)j ja
comdltloms » R^fQ^mylmorpholiae and iron p&mtaearbonyl when 
r©fluxed in bemæem® give [?®(E«formylmorphollne)
Dimethyl» and dlothylformamide similarly give
[Fe (HGQaR)^][F@^(CO)%^] (R BMe^ or ) r 2 ^ 4» hut id 1 me and
lp2=di(2=pyrldyl)@thylen@ give [F8(2p4=latldlne)^ j[Fe^  ^(OO)^g J
and [F©(lp2-dl(2-py,ridjl)etl\y3.ene);j (GO)^^ j r©sp©€-tviv©ly»
4'=’Dieoline and iron pentacarbonyl when heated to 80' give 
['i'©{4-pi©olin©y [F©g (CO)g J ^ 2-P loo lime and iron pexitaoerbonyl
when irradiated at 80*"’ give [F©(2-picoIin® L ][?©« (c;o)^  ^]. The
latter compom?.d 1 b also formed^ though slowly^ by the use of
;rllron dodeeacarhon:y.lo 2-FicolyXaaine and Iron pentacarbo'njl
when irradiated at yefluE temperature give [ F e ( 2 » ie o ly I am ^
a 0sling suitable ooaditicme of reaetioas» 2-amino
pyvridiræp b is ( 4 le thy 1 tr iamirne ) and hem^xdine give respectively
[F@ ( 2-aminopyrldine (CO )^
■d [Fe(b0nfsidlne)j[F©(0O)^ ] re^pe
.icthjltrlasiln'a)js j
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a i
A number of other B^basea have been treated with irom
7#
>raduüts obtained are listed below
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This work was started with a view to studying the chemistry
of the complex (1?» R ^ H) obtained from acetylene and iron
â
tetracarhoxxyl anionp first reported by Reppe and Vetter, It
was intended to carry out several types of reaetione on this
complex ( ,'0/?i E GI% ) » Some of these involved the replacement
of one or more carbonyl groups by other ligands or of the ring
iro,n atom by hetero»atoms to obtain 2 o 5-d 1 sub81;ituted hetero-
eyelie compounds| o ther react ions involved attempting to replace
one or both me thoxy groups by treatment with nuc^Ieopliillc reagent
AlBOÿ it was desided to study the behaviour of thlo compound
when irradiated in solutloxift
The reaction of the complex (lV@ E G% ) with dlshloro-
phenylphoephia© was carried out with a hop® to obtaining
295»dim0thozy»l-phemylpho8phel@c Heating the two reactantm ai
reflux In petroleum ether (bopo 100-120'"'^ ) for 4 hx%y, or in dlglyme
at I60«1S0‘^ for 1 hr» goi' without solvent at I30«140'^ ' for I hr-.
aa »77
did not furnish any such compound, Hubei et al» had reported ^ cr.tvpn# ^
the f or mat ion of 1 p 2 p 3 j, 4 p htapheny Iphos pho 1@ ( XXX19' ) by
reacting the coFaplex (XXII) with dxchlorQ'phenylphoephine at 140^ «
.80 NîO
Kubai @t aio described the formation of tetracylone and
tetraphenylbutadien© Iron triearbonyl (XXIII) by irradiation of 
the beniaene solution of the coEiplex (XXII)» Mo such product
22
appeared to- be famed by irradiation of benscnie or ether 
solution of the complex (l¥^ R hut its eolution in
methyl alcohol gave a;n unstabIs light pink coloured productp 
which showed metal carfeorayX absorption in the infrared spectrum. 
Molecular weight determination gave the formula C^H^FsOj- «
This compound could possibly have the structure (XXX?) assigned 
to It oil the basis of an nomoT» apeetrum (carbon tetrachloride).
1 shows only two peaks^ that at 5^081/(singlet^ relative 
Intensity l»6p protons 1 and 2)^  and 6,. 13 T (singlet ^ relative 
in tens Ity 6g methozy protons ) » The coa^ plez (IV@ R C&. )
(xnnr )
V»7v»ïjr«:4 lasi^ ttwyrrî 1/
cru.
(XX.K?)
reacted with phenylacetylene when heated to reflux In 
petroleum ether {bopo 100=120®) to give 3.2p4^trlphen;vlbem^x%na 
and only tracer of a metal carbonyl containing compound showing 
two infrared active absorptions in that regien» lo conclusIona 
could be drawn eonoorning this producto
23
In a further stvAy of the complex (l¥p H G Eg )g it was 
decided to se© whether it would he possible to replace one or 
more carbonyl groups in the complex by a » When this
work was startedr. no examples of the replacement of a carbonyl 
group in a metal carbonyl compound by a car-bene had been
7 8
describedo baterp Fischer et al reported the first carbons 
complex for which the struotu:ce (IXXFI) has been suggested»
In the pre?:i0nt iiorckp diphenyldiasomethan© and the complex
■\
XXXVI)
(l?fp H ) were irradiated :ü% h @ ne  ^hopIng that diphenyl- 
e;arfoene^  generated under i^rradlatlon^would z^eplace one or more 
carbonyl groupa, Two nitrogen containing metal carbonyl 
complexes could be isolated y both showing metal carbonyl 
absorption in the infrared epectrum» One of theee^with m»po 
1 5 7% did not give a good n ,m ,r» spectrum though this spectrum 
indicated the pre&ienco of phenyl and methoxj protons. The 
n ,mo%'o spectrum (carbon tetrachloride) of the other oompound^ 
x?:lth njopo 1 4 8 '^ had peaks at 2o7'"i^  (doubletp relative intensity 
10r aromatic protons ) %, 4 o41 and 4o60G/f (singlets j, relative 
intensities O 06 a.nd 0,8 respectively^ olefinle protons)  ^ 6 o17
24
ami 6o 3 ( sInglets p relative intensities 2,8 and 3,0 reopeotivsiljj. 
methoKj pilotons). Based on this  ^ it would "be tesnxjtxng to 
assume that the original complex (IVp R ^ C %  ) has not undergone 
any fundamental eliaiige and that some nitrogen containing ligand 
derived from d ipheny Id iaisom® thane could have re placed one 
carbonyl group. It would thus appear that it might mot be poBsible 
to replace a oarbonyl group by a oarben© under these conditions »
To carry out further study at this stage on these two complexe® 
obtained from the complex (XVp li CE^ ) was not thought very 
desirable5 for two main reaoonso One was that- it could be more 
profitable to study the reaction of iron pemtaearbonyl with 
dlphonjldiasomethaneand if complexée were formed j> they would 
probably be much simpler^ s e c o n d i t  was difficult to 
obtain the complex (TV, R GB,. ) in reasonable
RISACTIOES OP BI&KOAIKAHES ATO AZIHBS 0T®H X'HOH CARBOmB' J. WJtiiartCi'Sf i.*<s*tCce7tCTrri«jn.|tiri trtZZA
utû»
0 0
The decomposition of diagioalkanos bj nickel carbonyl
70
has bean deecrlbed by Scliraurser ©t al, The pz^ odnets^ raatfVBi»j p3*p3rw# ■“•
obtained suggest the presence of carberies as Intermediates »
In the presence of exceggs nickel oa,rbonylj, keternes wore
70
foz'medo It was suggested that carbonylation of carbenes
occurs yi_a nickel«carbenc complexes, Diasoniim salts also
react readily with nickel carbonyl and the main products are
ao 08a
eaz'boxyXie acids. Intermediate formation of nickel
carbonyl complexes was assumed. Iron pentacarbonyl and 
dlcobalt octacarbonyl behaved similarlyp but chromium kexa- 
oarfcoxiyl and molybdenum hezacarbony]. weiee hardly effective,
It thus seemed that no mstal carbonyl containing inteiumediates 
had actually been isol©,t@clo In view of the reaction of 
diphenyldlaKOffi©thane with, tha complex (IVg H GH^)^ which had 
yielded two stable metal carbonyl co.ntai.aing compoundsp it was 
desirable to carry out the réactions of some of the dlasoalkanea 
with the iron carboziyls under similar conditionso
X)iphenjldla..^ ,oiii0than© and iron pentacarbonyl on iz'-radlatio.n 
in bem;en@ did in fact afford two stable nitrogen ccmtaining 
metal carbonyl compaundop in addition to ben&ophenone asinc.
In oreder to exclud© the possibility of any of these complexes 
being the eomplex of be ns o phe no ne agine g it was irradiated with 
iron pootac-arbonyX, Bo such complex was isolated from this
reaction. On© of the complexes ©btainod from diphenyldiasomethans 
wae black and the other was orange coloured, The black oomploxç 
on deaompoE^ition with lithium aluminium hydride gave beaBopheaone 
asina and a colourless liquid which was not Identified, These 
results seemed to indicate that beasophenone asins was one of the 
ligands in this oomplez. In view of the failure to get a 
complex from iron pentacarbonyl and bensophenome aainSgand the 
isolation of the latter from the decomposition of the black 
complex obtained from iron pentaoarbony1 and dlphenyldiaBometh&n#, 
it was decided to treat 'bensophenonG aslne with diiron ©imeaearliony 
It was la fatal possible to isolate a stable complex from bemso- 
phenone a-sins and dllrom enneaoarbonyl h j reflating them in 
bem^ena, TÂiis will be discussed later. However, this waa not 
identical with either of the two complexes obtained from 
cklphenyldxasometlmneo The black complex referred to above did 
not give a good n^moTo spectrum;, but this spectrum nevertheless 
indicated that only phenyl protons were present » It was too 
invoXatiXe to obtain a mass spec trim, It was not possible 
to assign any structure based on analysis and the information 
given above. The orange complex referred to above was not 
degraded, although the analogous compound obtained from cli- 
(p»tolyl) diasom©thane was, and le described later» The n,Ri»r» 
spectrum (hezafluorobemgene) of tlm orange complex had peaks
9?
at (multiplet g relative intensity 20  ^ aroma tie protons) g
(eiîigXotp relative Intensity Oo9d proton 1 or 2) and
4ol4'|^ (singletg relative intensity Oo6g proton I or 2 )
[ 1X1? 115 R '^3 Ph s, r© quire s the ratio 2 0 s 1 s 1 ] « The m aa si
measurement of the orange complex gave its molecular weight
as 67Û and moleoular formula, aa K , %  0  ^« There was ^rij ih àf f. % V>
a suGcessive loss of sis carbonyl groups (a glmllar phenomena 
has been observed by other workers, and then a largo peak
at 902.;) which corresponded to 0 The base peak at
180 corresponded to Ph^CUlL The majority of the remaining 
fragiusnte wore derived from this and one hydrogen o 181 
Below 1815 peaks were tha aame as they o©cur in the decomposition 
of bensophenone aalneo Thus g the positive ions corresponding 
to the following siaee numbers m/e) and formulae were Identifiable;
Og g Eg oj F 8  ^% 600 Gjg ^ 1% 2
502
various fragments
%
100
-OH
-13 L J :
 ^baee peak
mThe various! fragraeats mentioned above are derived from 
fragment 180 + IH i.e. 181 
257 « 181 -!- Pe
295 “ 181 ■!• 2Po
418 « 2 X 181 IV)
(XXX?XI)
From noffioTo epoctiK'um and mass spectrum it that the erawig
complex could 'be (XXMII'ih K - rb.)o The analysis y however;
;C —  H„ïîHoHH,.lx:vcX | F«„ (COi,
(XXWIII)
did not f i t  in with thia forraulatioBo
Bl«(p-t.oXyl)diasîomotdmnQ and iron pontacar'bonyX when 
irradiated In gave analogous complexes  ^ one black and
the other orangeo Of many organic compounds formed in this 
re-a©tzon,f) only 4s4'^ “dimeth;fl‘b8a-sophenams a&sine was identified.. 
The orange complex waa decomposed with lithium aluminium 
hyd'rlde to g i w  a light yellow solido mopo 121-122®5 it 
showed the presence of W!3. and QO groupe in the infrared 
spectrum^ This compound, has not yet 'been Identified* The 
n*mc specrkrum (earbo.n tetrachloride ) of the o.range complex 
showed peaks at 3 "if (multip.let relative inboneity 16. Oy 
aroma.11 c protons ) g 4^4 T  ( broad t, re 1 nüt© In lene itj 0o 7’ v
29
proton I  or 2) g ^0 4 0 * (^broad» relative slntenaity 'JUO» proton 
I  or 2 ) and at ?o7 "’if (bx^ oad» multiplet» relàt-iv© Interne it y 12? 
methyl protoTAf^ )- Thus » this complex could be (XXXVIII^
H -) o Ths analysis did not fit iu with this
formulâtIqH o
PhenjIdiaBom©timne and :iz*on pentaeax'bonyl on irradiation 
in be?ag.;ene gave only an UE3table liquid complex that sho-wed 
only two infrax*'ad active absQ:options in the metal €^ aï/bonyl 
regionc In order to study the behaviour of dlarao Compounds 
of this type containing eoiae fimotional group» phemylbeaaoy 
dias^omethane waa irradiated with Iron p@ntao6^rbony 1 * IÎ0 metal 
carbonyl complex was iisolatedo Reaction of this diag^ o compound 
with diiron enneaearbonyl also did not give anj complex» but 
with trilron dodecacarbonyl a trace of an unstable complex waa 
obtained* The only ox^ganic compound isolated in the pure 
form in these reactions was identified aa bis-ben^llketaainoo
Attempts to form the complexes from diphonyIdiagjomethauo 
and ohx'omlum hexaoarbonyl» nickel tetracarbonyl or methyloyslo^ 
pentadion^y'lmanganeB© tricarbonyl under Irradiation were mat 
successfulo
It has already been mentioned^ in aonnection with the 
z’oerîtion of di phony Id lagomethame and iron peatacs-rbonyl» that 
bens'îophenofâ© asina fux^nishad a stable orange coloured complex
30
on reaction with diiroa ©nneacarbonylo -This compound analysed a® 
(bensophonono a^ine) F©g (GO)^ * The mass measux^eaont of this 
complex gav0 its raolecular weight as 640 and molecular formula 
ae “ The cracking pattern confirmed the presence
of two iron atoms and six carbonyl groups * Thus» the positive 
Ions corresponding to the following mass numbers (m/e) and 
formula© were identifiable *
640
>168
Ph
0
472
GPh.
»PhGN .
•105
r
1
Phcss-;*»» Q 
1
=pbcm
=105
pji
1
Ph
P®
266
The Booond loss of 'JPhCH» could be either as bensonitrilc or 
phenyl isoayanido * Thus s
31
K \
Ph Ph \
\  Ph
I
Hi, I
H ------- Ph
r .Ph^^Ph (XXXIX)
The c:eack;uig pattern thus j^ seems to he oonmiU'^tmit with 
the formulation (bensoohenoae ajaine) Fe'^ Coo)^ ;, * The detailed 
bonding of o, diirosi hexacaxbonyl residue to hangaophenono atain-e 
OQuld ocour la various ways» but oiw might give two alter,aatlv@
poselbXe structures (XL?, H Ph) * In the structure
R Ph) I t  i£3 aeausned that fou:c electrons of tlKi ligand
R& //K
fJioÿfe. '\ :M€0i
\
-C
R R
(&} (b)
are donated to both iron trlcarbonyl zeesIduea and in struetura 
(XLb » H  ^ Ph) an irom-lzeo.% feond %s ©m'isagedo
4î> 4®'fOimethylbonsaphsnone a sine and diiroxi ©nneacarhonyl 
gave a-u smalogous ©omplex {.K.L» H B . , , . ’;) ao companies by
4 d4 ® o The notiioro spectrum (carbon 
tetrachloride) of this complex sliowod peaks at (singlet»
relative intonsity aromatic protons) and J 063 {bingle
relative intensity 3 v methyl protons)* In contrast» the 
BpotrcTim (carbon tetrachloride) of 4p4^-dimethyIben^sophenane 
asine showed a multiplet in the region of aromatic protons 
and a doublet fùT methyl proton©* This Is unexpected and 
probably Is due to the presence of st0r©oiBom©z\lc forms *
REAG'JIOHS Qg ASOBEMiire ASffl SgBSlVKiTM? AZOBEffiEffiSS WISH
It was of Interest at thlB ata^ Q: to to f l M  out whether 
it; would 'bo to form Irom aarbony31 oomplox'ee with aBO
qompounda different im typo from diphonjldlasomothane^ Oogo 
with amO'h@n%em@o Whem thia work waa started mo tz'aaisltlon motal 
earbo3f?,ÿ"I oomplasse© containing aaobonaeae or substituted 
‘bonsenea had been ranortedoEing ©t aio Imr© reported the forma-* <%wv»îTjti. ClreeUiVl
tion of the eompioz (XLl) from p-anisjldiagjoniim tatrafXuoro-- 
horat© and oyclapemtadlemylmolybdenum trioarbonjl sodium.
CK'4 0> W —
c e
(XU)
In thia connectioap asobea^ane and iron pontacarbonyl 
f/ere iriradiatcd in be as© ne, A red brown nitrogen containing
metal carbonyl compound waa isolated* which analysed for 
(asobansene) Fe^(GO)^ o There ware two main objections to this 
formulâtiono 'firstly* the infrared spectrum of this complex 
showed absorption at 5^62 cm o'" indicating th© presence of an 
M  group in the moleeul©, Secondly* Ita degradation with 
lithium aluminium hydride gar© o-amioodipkenylaain© and not 
RSObea%@ne, Dube ok* at, reported the Isolation
*a.nn‘.tm+
34
Q'f asobemsene from the degradation of the compound (XlfXX) ?/:lth 
lithium aluminium lydride* a fa.ct Indicating that it should he 
poo a lb le to is olate aKJOhomeno * if present in the oomplaric* by
\Vb
n-
\ /
in,II)
this react ion. It would thus 0eem that the skele toij( of 
o-aminodiphenylamin© %s present In the eomplta^, The resultio’. 
of the maea spec traçai ©o^ tld 'be summarleed as followsa^-,j- -{u
H
29/;
f&L.zS.0 ^ n
'4 S “ 4 ............
238
HCH j -- 2f 
\
Cj J HgEsI 
211
C,g %î?0ïl 
221
«m,
-17
% K:
Ho significant 162 peak corresponded to free aïsobenseneo The 
structure of the Qomplesi obtained from assaboaESone and iron 
pentacar’bonjl oouM be envisaged as in (XhlV* H H),
A
 ^ , x K >./N'
(XLIF)
Thie work was then extended to incXucte 4 *4 «-dlsubstituted 
aS'^ obeiiE'Seneeo 4*4 ®'=’3):M©th©3Sjas0b©nseno on irradiation with iron 
pentacar'bonyl furnished two metal aarbonyl oompoimda c One of 
them analysed as (dimethoxya8ob8n8ene)F@g(G0)g9 showed absorption 
at 3:55^  the infrared g pec trim,, and clearly corresponded
to (l.ï)IVj, R ^ 0G %  ) Q The other oomplex did not ehow any ffl 
absorption in the infrared spaotrum* showed only two metal oarbonjl 
€?.bsorjpt iona ^ and anaXye©d as (diaethoxyasac f m n m m m  F© (O0 )g o This 
W&8 mostly in agreement with the results of mass apeetrumo The 
mass measurement of this complex gave its moleoular weight m  
594 and mo3,eoular formula a® « The molecular
weight of dimethoxya&oben&gne is 242 whiah does not oocirr im the 
spectrum* but 240 doee^ probably in the form indieat©d belawo
}Q
IfâotQpe ratio measmremeat© ahowed that onm Iron waa p-rasent in 
the aomplex. the püp-i'ti'r& ioca;^  corroapoadin^' to the following
ma88 mumherB (m/#) and formulae were Idomtlf labia *-
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Ba.8ed om and ames Bpoetral résultés this complex
ùQuld have the ©truotur©■(ZLTIa ar XLYIh^ H ^ OGHg), It would 
be to degrad© the eompl©3?, with lithim aluminium
oc-
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deuteride to ehow the pre80%#@ of aeigma bond between the Iron 
atom and the -aromatic nucXeuS'o The ultraviolet spectra of 
4(,4  ^ imethoz^^'amebemssem# and the complex are so similar a® to 
Bugg@©t the etructur© (XI.¥XbpH 00%) aa more probable g 1 « e o o 
participation of the lane pair of electrons oh a nitrogen atos; 
in bonding to the Iron atom seems more likely than the 
participation of the m&o group in delooalised bonding with 
the irouo
4 4^ ®-Dimsthjla:3obvesua©n© and Iron p^ntacarbonjl om 
irradiation gave two types ^ complexées (ihIV^ B GI% and 
XIcTIïî H ® 0 %  ) analogous to thome obtained from 4 p4 ^ -dlmethoxy- 
assobenaemeQ Although it was not possible to get elemental
analyai© for the complex (iLTIg E G %  ) an acooimt of 
difficulty im purifying itp its infrared spectrum was oloaaly 
similar to that of (XLVI^, R «a oc% ) « Thim @ the corresponding 
structures ar© proposed for thee© two complexeso
4.)4^-Dimethyla%ohems@me on treatment with diiron 
€)nnôaoa>rbonjl at room temperature gave yet another type of 
aomplax in too poor yields to carry out an;/ ohemioal studios.
Its mass 8 pee trim ga,ve its molecular formula as It, %  0^  and 
moleoular meIght as 6^0. This contains three iron atome and 
nine carbonyl groupe* The cracking pattern suggested that this 
complex was of the same type ao the o-amimodiphemylamime complex 
with a diiron hexacarbonjl r@eidu® (XLÏ¥p R H)o The comple 
could be (iLYIl)sj and the ©lemental amalyslsg though not very 
good g was pointing' towards this « It would be interesting te-
.©jL
fiU{_)
/  \
N - y
( &
eee whether it would b@ pas s.lb Xe to convert (XLIVj, K ® C %  ) to 
(XLVIl) by treatment with dllron ©nneacarbonyl at room 
temperature «
«o
HEAGflORl OP SCHIPP BASES WÏÏH IHOH GAÎÎBOHÏK
It would not b© out of place to mention here the reassons 
which led to the study of the reaction of iron carbonyls with Schifl 
haBQBa From preliminary results on the maee spectrum of the 
orange complex (111?XII9 II Ph) from d 1 phenyidia$%omethane 
and iron p©mtaearbony19 it was Initially suggested that the 
complex corre8ponded to either the formulation (iLTIIl) or 
(ibll)9 although thee© war© revised later« It i?as decided to
1
> 5.-// jv y-CH^WNH'-/ %/Cd;-
i \sss/
{IWÎXII.) (XMX)
confirm thes© sugg©sti'one bj treating R-ben%y 1 Ideneani 1 in@ with 
diirO'E emieaearbonyl which could give the oomplex (XL?Ill) bj 
the replacement of two carbonyl groups of the ensieaoarboByl 
lay two molecule8 of M-ben^ylideueaniline o Similarly » bemsaldehyd^ 
phony 1'hydra‘sone could give the complex (XLIl) by treatment with 
diiron ennaacarbonyl* Both W-bem%ylld@n@amlllme and bengaldeliyde 
phonyXhydras^on© did iu fact react withdtIron enneacarbonyl in
40
xn the former oas# at room t©iTO©ratm?0. ant! in th©L " g
latter on warmingp Ifeithor of the two eomplmmm thus
isolated corresponded t© the omng© complex: (XXXVZIlp H Fh) 
obtained from dlpkemyldla^omethan# and iron pentaoarbonjlo In 
©aoh oasQo the elemental analysi© suggested one ai©leciill® ©f 
ligand joined mi t© a diirors hezao&rbonyl residueo Of thro© 
organic? byproduet® isolated from the reaction of W-b@nsylid@n©-= 
aniline with dllrom 0mmea©arbomyl& two were identified sm 
aniline and 'b@nssanilid©o fh© reaction of BVb0msylld©n@™ 
amlllmo with dllron ©nneacarbonyl wao so smooth 'that it wa© 
thought desirable to extend the work on Schiff has© completes 
and to studj their chemistryo
1^ -B©nsylid@n©anilin© and iron pemtaearbomyl gave the ©am# 
complex on irradiation, Reduction ®f the complex with 
lithium aluminium hydride gaTO Sf«h©Mjlaniline indicative 
of the faet that H^bem^ylldene anilin© was th® ligand In 
the ©omploxo fhe ooap%&& did not reset with anhydrous
ferri© chloride in b@n{g©n@g but in ethyl alcohol a whit© solid 
was isolated whose identity has .not yet 'bmm establishedo 
fhe formulation (f-ben??iyl.ldeneaniline )l’®^  (CO)^ for the complex 
received confirmation from its mass spectrum^ fh© molecular 
weight was 4^1 and mass measurement gave a molecular formula 
as " ^he positive Ions corresponding t@ th©
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following rmBS nuisbe:rs (m/e) am;l formula® were Ideatifiahleo
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fhis work wa® then extended further to other Schiff haae^c 
l:f-4^^M®thyXb0nsyl:idenaanilin© on treatment with dllron ®rm®a- 
earboryl tit room temperature gave two complexes^ both of them 
seemed to be of the type (Sehlff has©)’F®g (C0% o It. vjouXd be 
difficult at thia stage to tell what type of Isomers they
42
ooïiMbeo The two organic byproduct8 isolated wer© recognised
as aniline and p-tpluaniXideo However^ the complex Isolated 
±u larger yields was subjected to lithium aluminium hydride 
r0du€itloLi. and l«4“^^?©t-hylb©nsylaailin© isolated « This was in 
keeping with the fact that W^4™0^thylb©a0ylideneanillnG remained 
ea^oatially unchanged la the formation of its complex*
Llkowlsop M™4*ben%ylldGae=pmtoluldlne gave an analogous complex^ 
Since it wa@ not certain how the diiron liexacsrbonjl 
residue was linked to the Schiff bae©^ and whether or not both 
phenyl S'inga were involved with the complex formationf, it was 
decided to iiee suoh Schiff bases where ome or the other side 
was aliphatico Thus^ the Schiff baa® derived from bemsaldehyde 
and m et lay lam in© ^ lo@, H-'be m gy I id ©ae me t hy 1 am InOg was t re a t© d w it li 
diiron ©imoacarbonyl at roe® temperature in benzene* The 
reaction ?;©at smoothly to give a complex analogous to the one8 
described earlier» On the other hand* the Schlff base derived 
from acetone and aniline^ , ;lo0 a I-lBopropylid@n©anil5uie^ gave only 
an unstable liquid complex* Acetopksnon© anil also reacted 
smoothly with diiroa enneacarbonyl to fimaiah a stable complex 
of the type described above, Thie led to the conclusion th&t, 
for the formation of a atabl© cosaplex the Bohiff baa® œ s t  h® 
derived from an aromatic aldehyde or ketonep whereas the 
amine could be aromatic or aliphatic.
â'
The spectrum (carbon tetrachloride) of the
complex obtained from acotophenon© anil and dlirori 
emeacarbonyl shewed peaks at 2 45 (multiplet^ relative 
' intensity 8,70% aromatic protons)9 5«65 %  (quadruplet relative 
intensity 1* raethylene proton) and 808 ‘X  (doublet?, relative 
Intensity 53 methyl protons)* Thia would ouggest loss of on© 
phenj} proton (there being on© on the carbon atom carrying a 
methyl group;> while there was none in the acsetophanone anil) and 
a probable '^f-bond between the phenyl ring and the iron at os 
The possibility of '^-bonding between th-a benzene ring and an 
ÎTsn atom ©an almost certainly be ruled out ae the aromatic protons 
show signals at their normal position. Based on this n,.m„r.^  
ope ctonaa and the m s s  spectrum on the anal ego up complex 
obtained from Ib-benssylidarA^enillne^ the nlnmetur© (his B 
R" Ph and Fh and E” € %  } is proposed for the
R
n p -=^ ■P..
(LI
amil corfiplsxp although it l©av©8 ©ne of the two 
iron atoms short of two ©leotrons» The jri^ auTo speotra of 
other Scihiff has© complexes are given in the table and 
they cam be explained on the basis of the struotur© (LI)o 
Heiaooj analogous structures are proposed for these eomplezeSo 
Quito a lot of further experimental evidence would be 
needed before the suggested etruetur© (LI) for Schiff foa^ e 
GomplezGs can be fully substantiated* For example* in all
(oases a lose of proton from am ortho position of ring
has boon assumed* Although this is most likely to be the 
eas©,% it Bovarthelsso becomes desirable to earrj out reaction 
with the Schiff base derived from an aromatic alâ©%rdcy or ketoa© 
where the two ortho positions on the hemieræ ring ar@ blockedc 
Failure to obtain any complex in this case need aot be only 
on account of non-avallablllty of an ortho position on the 
benseno rlngvbut might be because of sterelc factors* It would 
be more profitable to carry out lithium aluminium deutcricl® 
degradations on some of the^e complexes siacd try to determine 
the position wher© the deuterium enterso Although thia would
solve the problem partially^ complete %=ray analysis would be 
lAQCosearj to give aa unambiguous structurao On the basic of 
tho available evidence^ a completely rational structure la 
difficult to offer? the proposed structure Imej already been 
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ling et (&lo reported that the %0m©tlemB of triIron 
dodoQaoarbonyl and Ip^95"trim@thyl©y0loprop@B@ givee a oomp)l@± 
for whloh two alternative at:fu<stiiJC0s (blïa» hllb) wor® offermd* 
Dlphesylketene being the irradiation produit of phenylbemBoyl™
diasomethan©i) it eould have been expeetecl that the irradiation of
nUU%
/
:CR"
%
<9 H / /
y ' 'tî
(a)
fi(C-0)3
(bî-
(IJÎ)
the latter with ïtqu p@nt©©arhonyl would give 0, keterne complex 
It has been mentioned earlier that the reaction ©f phenjX«= 
b®E^3oyIdias^omethane with iron carbonyls did not give anj 
complexo Surprisingly? the Irradiation of dlphenjlketeno 
with iroB pemtaoarbonyl gave a stable complex » wlii©% mnlllx© 
the keteme complex reported by ICing^  did not show any 
absorption in the ketomlo ©arbonji region In its infrared 
speotram* Ita reduction with lithium aluminium hydricl© 
gave a oolomvless liquid| its Infrarad spectrum was similar 
tci. but not identical wit%th.oe© of diphenylm©thane and 
1@l^diphenylethane, The mas8 spectrum of tho complex gave 
molecular formula ae Og <5 B.„ g 0^  and mhrmml the presence of
mtwo Iroa atoms aad #lght carbonyl groups» The n,mo3r» spootrma 
(carbon tetrachloride) showed a pasak at 2o76 'X (singlet^ phom^ 
protons)g suggesting the praseno# of protoms of onlj o m  type* 
It would thu8 be difficult to acaooimt for th© two mor@ pTOtons 
®ugg©£3t©d by the mass spectrum. If thess® two protons are 
assumed mat to be present them the structure (bill) for the 
dlphemylketemo complex could be poGis:lbX©«
/ P H
(COlyi,"™
A V
(Mirc)
The diasïo compoumds of the type other than, those already 
described were also treated with either iron psmtaearbonyX 
umder irradiation or with dliron ensieacarbonyl with a view to 
forming their complexes» In meet eases^ the eomplexas formed 
ware either mmstable or formsé in very poor yioMs? im&ufflelemt 
for any further study« Piasocyolopontadiom© and iron
pomtaearbomyX on irradiation in bemmeme gave am imatable 
liquid complex which mhmmd both terminal and bridging metal 
©arboayl absorptlomc la the infrared epee trim,, Dla&ofluorenc^
48
Im a similar reaction^gaw a solid complex^ highly unstable Im 
solution(, but stable in th© dry oonditioîio This also showed 
both terminal and bridging metal carbonyl abeorptlons in the 
infmrod spectrm. The reaction of dim^ofluoreme with diiron 
ernxoacarbonyl gav© “two metal carbonyl compounded siono of these 
showed bridging oarbonyl groups in the infrared epootrum* 
Diethyl aaodloafboxylate gave only diethyl hjdraisine 
dloarboKylate when Irradiated with iron pentaoarbonyl or 
treated with diiron enneacarbunyl* Totram0thyl-2--tetrasene 
when irradiated with iron pemtaoarbonyl gave a solid complex 
and when treated with diiron enneacarbonyl it gave an unstable 
Iiquid 00mplex *
Attempts to form complexes from fluorine and fImoremone 
by Irradiation with iron pentscarbonyl imiea not suaoesafnlo 
T©trapheiAyl@thjl©n© did not react when irradiated with iron 
pentaoarbanyX or treated with diiron ©nn©acarbo.nyIc
E X F B H X M E H T A Lfcfi es K3 S43 S3 Hï .a ES va &e ss ga si; M ss e; ?ej t3 ss eî «3 »«
G ©naval ExiDevimantal Proeedares
MeXtxng Point s s--» These wa>?a ctetominaci o.n a Gallonkamp 
malting point apparatus and ave nnGorrecteâc. Melting points 
of all organomn t al1i c compounds were dotermimni in ovaeuated 
sealed eapi11anies*
R. Spectra^-- Those were measured on a Perkln-EImov 40 M/C 
Spectrometero
Mass Spactra?-- These were detevmimod fey Dr.. R*'I„ Reed and 
r^ Vo F* Rreston on an AEI-HS9 doable focussing instrument„
Re agents : ■-*rtj v*j«aja.v;-1 tJ i x*** «: > va ivv
Ir. Unless otherwise stated? petroleum ether used was the 
fraction of fe,.pc 60-80^*
2a All reactions Involving organometgllic compounds were 
carried out under an atmosphere of nitrogen?, which had 
been deoxyge.nated with Fiesar^s solution <md dried with 
concentrated sulphuric acida 
3o All reactions were carried out in sodiim-dii.ed solventa 
4o Unless otherwise stated? chromatographies wo .re carried 
cut on mutral alumina (activity I),, To prepare this? 
alumina (Spence Grad© H) kept under ethyl acetate for 
two dayss filtered,, washed with methyl alcohol and then 
repeatedly with waters It was then dried in am ovcm at 
160^ for not less than B hr* Ordinary alumina used .refers 
to alumina (Spence Grade H) exposed for specified number 
o.f hoiirso
5 0
5û HoXeoular weight, determinations wero carried out 
cryoBCopically in henzenc^ soliâtioBc,
Irradiation Technique The irradiations were carried o%t 
in an animlar apparatus having a capacity of 650 ml « or 
1500 ml* The 500 watt medium pressure mercury arc lamp 
(Hanovia 505/312) was kept in a water-cooled quartis deim tube 
and this was immersed in an outer glass jacket? eomtaixiimg 
the reactants in the desired solvent* Mitragen was passed 
through the reaction mixture and Irradiation carried out 
until there was some visible change*
Unless otherwise stated^ yields of the products obtained 
were based on lu'ii*© cove red metal carbonyl*
5%
BBACgiORS OH SHJi! COMPLEX PROM ACBTYLEH® AH0 ÏROH fBSRâCASBOHïL ABEOW«rvt>i**»rawHr»W,w^a"W''i*iv-ti#ii.^ ntwufcVAntcya:/eviAe-i5.'tiVESi*FnTiii»i«ÿa»T.wi.wVi:r»rïT-c*m»feiiTia*irttMo^«KakfrmirA<>»rin*M«^^
Attempts to prepare 2ij5^ ’Dim©thoxy-l-phenyltihosphole by the 
reaction of the dimethyl ether of the Complex obtained from 
Acetylene and Iron Tetracarbonyl Anion with Diafelorophenyl»Ctf>i.T.t»r*n>ïfr#‘4^ r*rtt<*iriXr-»T*Ti#3<iTW«3xr«irTttrjç«'tii*î4.cTOATfctt5*»ïnutji?,>rrrin»iivn.viT,*«xtiX3«nWi;itr#y:.«lfi:aciriti;sisavÈZc^^
(a) The complex^ (0*5 go ? 0*0012 mole) and dichlorophanyl» 
phospMn© (Go5 a 0o002? mol®) were reflaxad in petroleum 
ether (b**p« 3.00»!20^g 100 ml*) for 4 hr* The reaction 
mixture was filtered? the solvent evaporated under reduced 
pressure and the .residue chromatographed oa alumina in 
bensene to give only unchanged complex (0*2 go? 40% recovery)o
(b) The complex' (0*5 g*.? 0*0012 mole) and dichlorophenyl»
phosphina (1 g*? 0*0055 mole) wore stirred in diglyme (40 ml^)
at l8o»190^ for I hr* There was vigorous reaction at this 
temperature and a solid was thrown out* This dark browi?* 
solid was insoluble in all organic solvents and did not
melt X  280^ * The filtrate was evaporated under rodmcocl
pressure and the residue left was insoluble In organic solvents* 
3
(c) The complesr*^  (0*5 g» ? 0*0012 molo) æiâ diehlorophenyl»
phosphine (2 g*? 0*011 mole) ware heated at 150 l4(f
for 1 hr* Excess dich1oropheny1phosphine was evaporated 
under reduced pressure* Tlio .residue was chromatographed on 
alumina in bem^eme to gdve unchanged complex (0^2 go? 40^ 5 
recovery) ?,
Irradiation of the dimethyl other of the Complex obtained from 
âeotylôiio and Iron Tatracarhony.1 Amiom*i «ewa,«TK,4pwflu T&mnsw^ i,ysrfcTj«?fti^ i^wx*ataeia<tA«3>
3
(a) The complex (I g* ? 0*0025 mole) dissolved in ether
(300 mlo) m s  irradiated far 5 hr« The reaction mixture 
was filtered and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressureo 
Chromatography of the residue in bensen© on alumina 
furnished only unchanged complex (0*6? g*? 67% recovery)*
(h) The complex (1 g*? 0*0025 mole) dissolved in methyl
alcohol (500 mlo) was irradiated for 5 hr* The solatioa 
was filtered and the solvent evaporated under rodaoed 
pressureo The major part of the residue left behind was 
insoluble in most organic solvents* The beageme soluble 
portion of the reBiclue was chromatographed on alumina to gives
(1) The unchanged complex (0*39 So? 39% recovery) ©luted 
with benseaOo
(2) An almost colourless product (O0O85 g«) eluted with 
chloroform* This could be sublimed at 65™70^ at 0*1 mm* 
to give light pink crystalline product? mop» it
decomposed completely in two days ev@n under a nitrogen 
atmo sphere * ( Foimd s G ? 43* 6 g H ? 3 * 8 ; « ? 232 * 1 ) *
(CBCÏ^) 20450 1988 aad I98O cm„“  ^ (MC-»0)
HoHoRo (COl^) SoOSl^Csinglet? relative intensity 1*6) ami 
60 313 X  C singlet ? relative intensity &) <>
C'î,
The complex^ (2 g*? 0*005 mole) and phmnylaeetylene 
(4 g*? 0*04 mole) were refluxed In petroleum ether (boPo 
100-120^) (120 mlo) for 4 hr* The reaction mixture was 
filtered and the solvent evaporated under raduced pressure*
The residue was dissolved in a minimmm amomit of a mixture 
of petroleum e'kher-beiai&ene (2:1) and chromatographed on 
alimiina to gives
(1) A mixture of products eluted with petroleum ethor-bemsene 
(2sI)* Rechromatography in petroleum ether on alumina gave 
unchanged complex (I g,? 50% recovery)? phenylacetylene
(3 gA g 75% recovery) and l?2?4-triphenylbeD8ene (0*205 g*)*
(2) A .mixture of products eluted with chloroform? of which a 
metal carbonyl eompou.ud (9 mg„m^p* 240 d* could ho s'ulfümcd 
oat at 150-160® at 0.1 mm. vr (CHCl?) 2004 aad 205? ea„“'*'/> îEéiSC ts P
(MC-’O)» The residue did not show any rae'taX carbonyl absorp­
tion in the infrared spectrum and was not studied*
87 'îDlphe:ayldla2omethane (4 g, ? 0*02 mole) and the Gom.pl0%^
(4 gop OoOI mole) were irradiated in benssae (400 ml*)
i-
for 5 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent 
distilled under reduced pressure* The residue was chremato- 
graphed in petroleum ether on alumina» There were no fewer than 
ten bands on the column* Thus,
(1) A colourless solid (0*22 g*) was eluted with petroleum ether* 
Crystallisation from petroleum ether gave crystals3, moP* 103=4^0
(2) An extremely complicated mixture of products (3*3 g*} eluted 
with petroleum other* Sublimation upto lOQ^ at 0*02 mm* 
gave a number of small fractions that were rejected* The 
residue left behind gava?on crystallisation from petroleum 
ethei'v two compounds^
(i) A red crystalline compound (0*3 g*)@ m*p* 148^ (Founds 
C* 53*4% Ho3*5)o
CKCl) a bpoaa band at 1360»202g„ 3032 aad 20?4 em„“^f iScl3\»o
(MC-O)
MoMeRo (CCl^) 2*7 (doublet? relative intensity 10?
aromatic protons)? 4*41 and î/(singlets., 
relative Intensities 0*6 and 0*8 respectively? 
olefinic protons)? 6oI? and 6o3?%%slnglets? relative 
intensities 2«8 and 3*0 respectively? methoxy 
protone)»
(li) Deep brown needles (0*196 g*)? 137® (Found: G ? 33 * 2 g
%o3e6)*
(KCl) 3.923» 1#9, 2000 aad 2150 c b.™*' (MC=Q)
ÊÊâ9Ï,&9;3_2&J:âE&2Ê%2»ÊM^!SÊj:bÉlBÊ,_ÊS5L.&:^'Æ.&SE&!Bj'M'ES2E%&
HEââlL J:£££âl§MS31 »
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Diphenyldiasomatheine (313 g» p 0«05? mc'ie) and Iroa 
pantacarbonyl (13o4 g*? 0*067 mole) wer© irradiated im uensoB© 
(1300 mlo) for 8 hra The reaction mixture was filtered amd 
the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* The residue? 
dissolved xri the minimum valumo of beaaea® and diluted with am 
equival&mt vulxum of petroleum ether? was chromatographed on. 
alumina (4 hr* deaetivatad)* The following products were 
obtained*
(31) A mijuture of products (3o3 g* ) eluted with petroleum ether* 
Three types of crystals could be seen -= white? o^amgo^and 
black* Reehromatography gava a mixture of orange and black 
products* They were separated by repeated crystallisation 
from bensene-^thyl alcehal which separated black product 
(0«88 go ) g BoP* 3i©avlng erange-'product in solution*
This orange product was therA crystallised repeatedly from 
bonaene-pctroleum ether (0*28 g*)? m^p* 16?®*
Black compound* (Founds G?52*4s Ho2*9% 1? 6*8)* 
y  (CCI.,) aoîQ„ 2035 and 2055 cmW“ aaàLïia.«,Q V
(Kdl) 1985» 19980 200?„ 2032 and 2058 cm.'^ (HC-0) 
Orange compound* (Founds C, 58*1% H?3oSs .W?B*4 C^ _g/L)r,F0gS%O^ .. 
requires Co3?o3s U?3o,1; # 98*35)"
)^i5ia-o 1982, 1998» 2038 aad ao?2 cmW’^ aad
(KCl) 1970, 1990, 2025 aad 206? cm.."”" (MC~0)
(GgFg) 2o4'5%''(multiplet? relative Intensity 20? 
aromatic protons) 3o36 and 4*I4't'(singlets? 
relative intensities 0*9 and 0*6 respsctivaly? )M 
protons)*
(£) A white solid (3*15 go) elated with hamseme^petroleam 
ether (1:4)* This was crystallised from 
petroleum ether to give benaophenoae a%lne? m*p* 
undepressed on admixture with an aathcsmtlG speaimea*
If ^£Si2
8‘?Diphenyldiasomethane (13 g* @ 0^06? mole) and triirori 
do do caearbo myI (12 g*? 0*024 mole) wore stirred in hemseme 
(300 ml*) at fo%* 4 hr* Tlio reaction started at 60®
with the rapid evolution of gas* The reaction mlxtmr# was 
filtered and than worked up as in the preceding experiment*
The yields obtained were ? black compoimd (2 g*)? ©range 
compound (Od g*) and bensophenone asino (2»8 g*)«
m@tbane and Iron PeEtacarbonjl^ withMthium, Alu:0i m . u m _ «
The compound (0*5 g*) dissolved in ether (30 ml*) and 
tetrahydrofuran (20 ml*) was added dropwis© and with stirring 
to an ice^ -colcl suspension of lithium aluminium hydride (0*0?6 go) 
in ether (30 ml*)* The reaction mixture was stirred at this 
temperature for 2 hr* Excess 3-itklum aluminium hydrid© wsis
5?
decomposed by the addition of ethyl alcohol (5 ml*)» The 
reaction mixture was filtered and the solvemt evaporated 
under reduced pressure* The residue was chromatographed 
in bense.ue«’petrol0im ether (Isl) ©n alumina to gi'raè
(1) A white solid (0*020 g*} eluted with ether* It was 
crystallised from benaene-petroleum ether and the 
product obtained had mop* 165®? undepressed on admixture 
with an authentic specimen of beixzophonono asine*
(2) A colourless liquid (0*07 g*) eluted with ethyl alcohol* 
It was not identified*
Reaction of Diphenyldiasomethane and Chromium Hoxaearbonyl 
iméBr irradiaiioiu
87
Diphenyldiasomethaae (4o3 go^ 0*022 mole) mid 
chromium hexacarbonyl (4 g* ? 0*018 mole) were irradiated 
in tetrahydrofuran (500 ml*) for 5 hr» The reaction mirctur© 
Was filtered rapidly and the so3.T^ n1j-iwvapo?:'atod at room 
température* There was extensive decomposition during this 
time with the formation of light green solid that did not 
dissolve in any organic sol vent* Only tr£tœs of chromium 
bexaoarbonyl could be sublimed from this residue*
Reaction of Diphenyldiajsomethan© and Kickel Tetraeax’bonyl
unde r i rradiat ion*
8ÿBiphenyldiasomathan©■' (4 g»? 0*02 mole) amd nickel
tetracarboiiy'i (3^5 « 0*02 mole) were irradiated in bsnsen®
(600 mlo) for 6 hr* There was extemsiv© decomposition* The 
reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent evaporated iindar 
reduced pressure* Chromatography of the rasidue on alumina In 
bensene gave only bensophenone asinine *
87Dipheay3.difîu;omathane (4 g* ? 0«02 mol©) and methjlcyolcN- 
pontadlen;i)'Xmanganas0 i:eicarbonjl (4*5 g,, ? 0*02 mole} were 
Irradiated in benr,e;oe (500 ml * ) for 3 hr* The reaction 
mixture was filtered and the solvent evaporated under [reduced 
pressure* The residue was chromatographed to give bensophenene 
asine (0*25 go) and unchanged methylcyclopoatadlGnylmaBg&moB© 
tricarbonyl (%1 g»? 91 ol% recovery)*
Di™(p»tolyl) diasoîuothanô^^ (30 g*? 0*135 mole) and iron 
pentaearbomyl (5Sofi6 g* ? 0*268 mole) were Irradiated in bansesae 
(14C0 mlo) for 6 hr* The reaction mixtura was fl3.tei"0d through 
kieselguhr and the solvent evaporated imcler rodiicad pressmreo 
The residue was crystallised from benso^ne^petroleum ether to give 
4j,4°»di.m©thylb0nsopli©sione asime (llol5 g«)* The x^esidua obtained 
on evaporation of the filtrate was dissolved in bonsane (50 ml*)
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and petroleum ether (100 rale) a:ad chromatographed on 
alamina to give ?
(1) A mixture of orange? black,and yellow compounds (4*07 go) 
elated with petroleum ethex^-benziene (9:l)o Hechromato- 
graphy gave a black compound (1«6 g*) elated with petroleum 
ether* It was crystallised from ether-petroleam ©thor 
(bapw 40-60®) and the prodaet obtained had IpB®*
(Found: 0*53*9; H,3c3; #97,0 % Ool7*9)o
V  (CCI.) 2018, 2042 and 2060 and
/maXo 4
(KCÎ) 1965, Ï995» 2030 aad 2050 Gm/"''" (MC-0)
An orange compound (0*965 go) was ©luted with beni^a'sna-petroleam 
ether (1 :20)» It was crystallised from ether-potroleum ether 
(bop. 40-S0®)» Bj.p. 165-165.5°. (fovLU&i C»S2„9; H,4.5; H(,6=95 
0gl2*a requires C\ 59*5 ; H?4ol; O?13o2)*
)J, (CCI. ) 1985s 1998. 2040 and 2075 and
 ^maXo T
(KCl) 1955s 1970 with shoulders at 1985 and 1998, 203? 
and 20?2 (MC-0),
UoMoSo (CC%,) 37^(mu.ltiplet? relative intensity 16*8? aromatic 
protons) 4o4 and 5o48T(broad? relative intensities Do? 
and loO respectively? HH protons) and ?o?n^(broad 
multiplets relative intensity 12? methyl protons)*
(2) A yellow solid (0*34 g*) eluted with bens©n©-petroleum ether 
(1:1)* This was re chroma to g.raph©d, in petroleum ether on 
ordinary alumina (6 hr* deactivated) to give a yellow solid.
eluted with benaene-petroleum ether (1:1)» It was crystallised 
from petroleum ether; mop* 129»30®o Lassaigne^s test for 
nitrogen was negative» (Founds C? 82*83; H?6o3)»
(5) A yellow solid (3o6 go) eluted with ether» It was shown to
be 4g4^ -dime t h y 1 be ri phe no re azine*
(4) A white solid (0*6.3 g@ ) eluted with ethyl acetate* It was
re chromatographed in benzene on ordinajry alumina (6 hr* 
deactivated) and eluted with ethyl acetates* It was 
crystallised from benzene-patroleum ether? moP*
Lassaigne*'s test for nitrogen was negative (Founds C,,78*0:^  
H?6ol; Mo?
masîc (GO)
(!5) A greyish white solid (0*3 g«) eluted with methylene chloride*
It could not be purlflecL
Probably? there should be no loss than two more 
organic compounds formed in this reaction as was evidenced 
by the fractions of chromatography* They were not studied* 
Reaction of the Orange Compound obtained from Pl-Cp-tolyl) 
dlazomethane and Iron Pontacarbonyl with Lithium Aluminium 
Hydride*
The compound (0*3 g* ? 0*0005 mole) dissolved in tetra.-' 
hydî'ofuran (20 mlo) was added dropwise and with stirring to an 
ie0-cold suspension of lithium aluminium hydride (0*078 g* ?
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0o002 ffiolcï) in tetreihydrofuran (20 ml*)* The reaction mlztura 
was allowed to stir for 3 hr* at this temperature and oxcc»sb 
lithium aluminium hydride was docomposed by the addition of ethyl 
acetat© (10 ïïilo)* The reaction, mixture was filtered and the 
:msidue loft oa evaporation of the solvent under .reduced pressure 
was chromatographed in petroleum ether on alumina (4 Iir« 
deactivated) to give
(1) A mixture of pale yellow oil and white solid (0*01? g»)o 
It was crystallised from petroleum ether to give a solid 
(0*00? go)? ffioPo 2?7-8®o It was not studledo
(2) A yellow solid (0*015 g*}? m^p* 75-?7^D ©luted with ether*
(3) A light yellow solid (0*050 g*)..©luted with ethyl acetate*
It was crystallised from ethyl acetate and petroleum ether? 
BoP* 121--2® (Found: C??6*65; H?6*8; ï^î?I0ô6;
y  „ (CCI.) 3312 (M); 1675, 1700 (CO)
Reaction of Phenyldxazomethane and Iron Pentacarbonyl under 
Irradiat ion*
ifdA~trvïrAxr4i;£r=s:sr3SïCCfiiru;fgtbïlte-v.2t
Phenyldiazomethane^^ (1*96 g„? 0*016 mole) and iron 
pentacarbonyl (3»21 g*? 0*016 mole) were irradiated In benzene 
(530 mly) for 3 hr* The reaction mixtu.r© was filtered and the 
solvent evaporated under reduced pressux’So The unstable real du# 
was dissolved in the minimum amount of petroleum etheiN-lienzene 
(1:1) and chromatographed on alumina (I hr* deactivated) to give
(1) A mixture ©r red liquid and white solid (0„98 S*) eluted 
with petroloum ether* R@chromatography om alumina (1 hr^ 
doactivated) did mot completely separate the white solid*
The impure am.d umstable red liquid (Oo2 gcj thus separated 
shewed metal earfeoiiyl absorption in the infrared Bpeetrwmo
in,., Ciiqwid) 1980 aad 2053 (MC-0)
The white solid (0^1 g<>) had mop* I20*«3^ o
(2) A light brown uastatol© liquid (0*31? go) ©luted with 
petroleum ether* It was mot studied further*
Raaetiom of Phenylbemzoyldiazomotham® and chlirom ®a.m©aoarboayl 
PhemyIbemaoyldiasomathaae^^ (6 g* ? 0*02? mol©) and (iiix©n 
©BEeaearboayl (10 g^ .? 0*02? mole) were stirred in h m i z m m  (300 ml*) 
for 3 hr* Th© reaction mixtur© was filtered through kiesalguhr 
and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* fh© residue 
was dissolved in minimum volume of hemzesie-^ 'petro 1 eurn ©ther (Isl) 
and chromatographed on alumina to give»
(I) A mixture of thick gum and yellow solid eluted with boBs@ne«= 
petroleum other (1:1); the gum dissolved readily in ©thor 
leaving the solid (0*2 g«) behind* It was rechromatographed 
in bem&mmm on ordinary alumina (6 hr* deactivated) ami 
crystallised from ethyl acetate to give a crystalline 
nltrogen-^'Containing compound^ m*p* 202^ 3^ *
)L,„ (CHCU) 1668 sm„“  ^ (CO)lÜclÂç» ^
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Melting point and infrared evidence suggests that the compound
qi ..
is bis-benz;llketaslne (lit* 'nup* 203 )«
(2) A very thick liquid eluted with ethyl acetate was not studied,,
Reaction of Phenylbenzoyldiazomethane and Triiron Dodecacarbonyl*jpq*fZ£^j?rt.jTsaJlnrisi&7rr''ai:A.TiVJJtut«,^ -%fc»vJrwrrL-uraTtwutsrWy ji.a?*! ont.Æ=wwrnLiaA'#ztVfLL»&3LM(_gL'^
Pheaylbenzoyldiazomethane'^^ (2 g»? 0 *00g mole) and triiron 
dodecaearbonyl (1*5 gf.- ? 0*003 mole) were stirred 1b benzene (200 ml*) 
at 80® for 3 hr » The reaction mixture was filtered? the filtrate 
evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure and the residue left 
was chromatographed in benaene-petroleum ether (1 :1 ) to give a 
trace of an unstable metal carbonyl compound and bis^benzllketazine. 
Reaction of PhoBylbeBzoyldiazomethane and Iron Peatacsrbonyl undor 
irradiatioBo.
Phenylben&oyldiazomethana^' (4 g*? OoOlS mole) and iron 
pentaearborAyl (3*5 go? 0*018 mole) were Irradiated in benzane 
(600 mlo) for 4 hr^ The reaction mixture was filtered and the 
solvent ©vaporated under reduced pressure* The residue was 
chromatographed In bsnzene-petroleum ether (1 :1 ) to give only 
b i S'^ benz i 1 ke taz in© *
Reaction of Benzoplieon© Azine and Iron Pantacarbonyl umd€o:* Irradiation
Benzophenone aslne (2*5 g*o 0*0069 mole) and iron pesrta- 
carbonyl (5 g« 9 0*025 mole) were irradiated in bonscni© (400 ml * ) 
for 8 to* The reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent 
évaporaisd under reduced pressure* The residue on chromatography
b*v-
i.ii bemzen® on alnalna gave almost quantitative recovery of 
be nzopliB none az 1 no o
Reaction of Benzopbenono âsine and Biiron Emieacarbonjl
Benzophenone azine (4 go^ OoOl mole) and diiron ©nn@a“ 
carbonyl (2 go@ 0*005 mole) were stirred with beating to reflwc 
in bensene (200 ml*) for 6 hr* The réaction mixture was filtered 
through kleselguhr and the solvent evaporated, under reduced 
pressure* The petroleum ether soluble portion of the residue 
was chromatographed on alumina to gives
(Î) An orange solid (0*025 g*g Oc7%) eluted with petroleum ethor*
HechromatogTaphy and crystallisation from petroleum other gave 
a crystalline productg m^p* 140-141®* (Found: Co60»25s Hg3o3?
4.5# Oel5»lo requirs C,60*05; Hs3al5s
N,4*4; 0,15»0)»
Vmax» (CCl^) 1988, 2035 aad 2065 aad
(KCl) 1955, 19?0, 1980, 2025 and 2065 (HC-0)
(2) Traces of organic compounds eluted subsequently ware not 
studiedo
The petroleum ether Insoluble portion was chromatographed 
in benzene ©e alumina to give unchanged benzophenona asis©
(3« 5 go y 8?* 5% r©COvery)*
The reaction of benzopheome azine (4 g.g 0*01 mol©)
and excess diiron enîieacarbonyl (8 g* „ 0*02 mole) under 
identical conditions furnished the above complex (0*11 g*)*
6^Réaction of Asine and Diiroa
iii X3J5.0S.C?2.4?^ feo A
4g4^-Bim©tIiylb©nzoph©aon© azxne (16 g* g 0*038 mol©) and 
diiroB enneacarbonyl (28 g.^ ü„076 mole) were stirred in hemzeme 
(800 ml*) at 60^ for 6 hr* The reaction mixture was them filtered 
and tlx© solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* The petroleum 
ether soluble portion of the residue was chromatographed oa 
alumina to giv@%
(1) An orange solid (0*57 go g 2*^; based on the amount of 
azine taken) eluted with petroleum ether* Recliromatography 
and crystallisation from ether^petroleum ether (bop* 30-40^') 
fielded a crystalline product^ m.p* l?S-9^\ (Pounds C@62ol; 
Ho3,9; H*4*05s C,62*l; 844*1;
m,4oO; 0*13*8).
n/ (CCip 1975, 2020 and 2055 CEic"-''- aad ^EosCÆ^A'CI •
(KCl) I960 , 2008 and 2050 cm,"'*’ (MCM3) 
lüMoR* 2*93T^(slngl@t9 relative intensity 3«9* aromatic protons) 
? o 63''l^C singlet g relative intensity 3* methyl protons)*
(2) A white solid (0*73 g*) ©luted with ether* It was reehro- 
matographed in ether on alumina and crystallised from petrolenm 
ether (bop* 4-0-60®) to a product* Eup« 81-2®* Its infrared 
spectrum was super imposable with that of an authentic Efpeclmo^ i 
of 4 -dimethylbeazophenone
AS
The petroleum at‘her insoluble portion of the residue 
was oteomatographed in benzene on alumina to give unchanged 
4*4^-dimethyIbensophaaon© azine (11 g** 68o?^ recovery)*
REACTIOES OF AZ0BEK2EHE AMD SUBSTITUTED AX’OBEIZEHES WITH
M O B  CARBONYLS
Reaction of Azobonzene and Iron Pontacarbonyl under irradiation.eà#»ïw-e»<^i.MNrraw'^iVi*iA**/iT:tT=r7T:*-tiyjraAii«<$emii*>r'«k»toï>*tïv»iAaifv,ia=saua5iAi<;*#tiin»#jUî5«ai™i»i-<6fcî%riïntiRT**r*6kisicrii;2a^  rAr'.Tï.^fTjNCiMr^vv'jT.Srftr.isJtï.Jn.:.'! Ï-1
Azobenseïie (24 g 0^13 mole) and iron pemtaoarbonyl 
(50«4 g«, 0^25 mole) were irradiated in benzene (1400 ml.) for 
42 hr„ The reaction mixture vras filtered and the solvent 
evaporated under reduced pressure* The residue was then chromato^ 
grax>hed on alumina to give;
( Î ) Unchanged a so be n se ne (21 g ^ g 87 * 5% ) elute d wi th pet ??o 1 eura 
ether.
(2) A red-brown soiid (2«I g^  g 3«44%) ©luted with petroleum 
ethers Rechromatography and crystallisation from ether— 
petroleum ether furnished the crystalline product* m^pu 
165-164°, (Pound; C,47,0; H,2„l; N,6„2,CjgHjQS’©pjpOg 
requires C*46o8; ïï*2ô2; Ng6.1)o
ma;. (CCI, ) 3362 cm* (ME); I985* 2035 and 2075 and
(KCl) I960, 1975, 1998, 2040 and 20?2 cm»™^ (MC-0).
(3) A deep red solid (0.011 g. ) ©luted with benzene. It was 
crystallised from pentane to a product* 127-9®« It 
did not show any metal carbonyl absorption in the infrared 
spectrum»
(4) Traces of products eluted subsequently were not studied.
Reaction of Azobensene and Triiron Dodecacarbonyl.
Azobenzene (2 g«^ OoOll mole) and triiron dodecacarbonyl
(2 go * 0o004 mole) were heated to reflux with stirring in banzen.e
(200 ffilo) for 8 hr. Th© reaction mixture was filtered and tli© 
solvent evaporated under reduced pressure. The residue was 
chromatographed on alumina to give:
(1) Unchanged azohenzene (1 » 5 g« * 13% recovery) eluted with 
petroleum ether*
(2) An impure brown solid eluted with petroleum ether. Rechroma- 
tography and crystallisation from ether-petroleum ether gave 
crystalline product (0«06 g * 2» 18%)* Its melting point
was undepressed on admixture with the complex obtained from 
azobenzeno and iron pentacarbonyl usider irradiatioxio
(3) Th® products ©luted subsequently in small amounts were 
not studied.
Reaction of the Complex obtained from Azobenzon© and ïrosi 
Pentacarbonyl with Lithium Aluminium Hydride?*
The complex (0*5 g« s OoOOl mois?) in ether (20 ml,,) was 
added dropwise and with stirring- to an 1 c e cold suspension of 
lithium aluminium hydride (0*2 g. * 0*005 mole) In ether (50 ml,,)* 
There was a vigorous reaction during addition of the complex*
The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 hr. at this temperature. 
HIzcess lithium aluminium hydride was destroyed by the addition 
of ethyl alcohol (10 ml^)» The reaction mixture was filtered^ 
the filtrate evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue was 
chromatographed in petroleum ether on alumina to give;
(1) A light pinlc solid (OoO^fS g*) eluted with ether* It was 
crystallised from petroleum ether (bop* 30-40®) to give 
o->amx no diphenyl ami n© * nup* 77«8®* undepressed on admixture 
with an authentic specimen*
(2) Traces of material^ eluted before and after th© main pz^oduct 
mentioned above^ were not studied*
Prolysis of the Complex obtained from Azobensene and Iron 
Pentaearbonyl.SVA.'aj#ir««a p-stdC-t^.-s
The complex (0*1 g*^ 0*0002 mole) taken in a sublimation 
apparatus at 0*08 mm. was plunged into a metal bath at 300® and 
kept at this temperature for 75 minso A part of the complex 
sublimed instantaneously* Both sublimate and the residue were 
chromatographed in petroleum ether on alumina to give unchanged 
complex (0*070 g*^ ?0% recovery), Mo other product was detected. 
Reaction of Azobenzene with Methylc.yoIope-ntadi©nyImaBgan@s©
Tricarbonyl.11 ÿ^eVeU M » AW»M»XS4W^>i5,r#^tX-S-1«;±»î B
Azobensene (2 g*, 0.011 mole) and methylcyclopentadienyl- 
manganese tricarbonyl (2*4 g*p 0*011 mole) were irradiated in 
benzene (550 ml*) for 6 hr* The solution was filtered^ the 
solvent evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue was 
chromatographed in petroleum ether on alumina to give bath 
azobenzeae and methyleyclopentadienylmanganese tricarbonyl Im 
almost quantitative amounts.
?0
Reaction of 4.4“-Dimethoxyasobenzene and Iron Pentacarbonyl 
under irradiation*
QP
4g4®-D1 metlîoEyazobenzene ‘ {12 g. ^ 0.049 mole) and iron 
pentaearbonyl (19o5 g«g 0*099 mole) were irradiated in benzene 
(1300 ml.) for 40 hr* Th® reaction mixture was filtered and the 
solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* Tha residue was 
dissolved in benzene (200 ml.) and chromatographed on alumina 
in petroleum ether to givei
(1) A deep brcnm solid contaminated with 4*49 dimethoxy- 
azobenzene and eluted xclth foensene-patroleum ether (1:1)* 
Most of the unchanged 4^4®-dimethoxygtzobenzene was sublimed 
at 90® at Co08 mm. and the residu@ chromatographed in 
petroleum ether on alumina* Repeated, crystallisation from 
petroleum ether furnished crystalline material (O0O5 g* 
oa»), in«Po 170° a. (Poand; C,46.35; H,3„0| 1,5.5.
^P0^l4^^P^?^8 Cp46.0; HgEo?; No5o4)o
y;„ ^ (CCI.) 3358 era.”  ^ (HH) ; 1972, 2022 aad 2060 sw.d
(KCl) 1965, 1978 vjith a shoulder at 1992 , 2023 , 20%) 
and 2065 cm/"^ (MC-0),
(2) An impure deep red solid eluted with benzene* Repeated 
chromatography in benzene-petrolaum ether (1:1) on aluiirUia 
and repeated crystallisation from benzene^petroloum ether 
furnished red crystalline product (0*3 go c 0*50%)p m*p* 
l48o5-l49® (Founds Cg60^8; Hg4*5; M@9*4o r e q u i r e
0,60.7; H,4.4;
V (CCI.) 1970 and 2020 chu"^ (MC-O)
(3) A very complicated mixture of organic products (1*59 go) 
eluted with solvents of increasing polarities^ They xmre 
not studied*
Reaction of 4.4^-Dlmethylazobensen© and Iron Pentacarcboayl iinde.r 
irradiation*
uxfe-sjcsaf*»» K, Bî* tj'fy
QP
4%4B"Dlm@thylaHobenzene^ (4 g*^ 0*019 mole) and iron. 
XJantacarbonyl (7*46 g., 0*038 mole) ware irr£^dis.ted in hmizmie 
(600 mlü) for 20 kr* The reaction mixture was filtered and the 
solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* Th© residue was 
dissolved in benzene (150 ml*) and chromatographed on alumina 
to give;
(1) A mixture of products eluted with benzene * The petroleum 
ether soluble portion from this was chromatographed on 
alumina to give:
(b.) a deep brovm solid (0*2 g* ^ 2*2%) eluted with bonzame- 
petroleum ether (Is 12). Rechromatography and crystall­
isation for petroleum ether furnished the crystalline 
product g iHoPo 1?2®0 (Found: C./48«95$ Hg3oO# Ng3o6s
^20^]i4^®2^2^6 requires 0,49*0; H,2*9; Hg5*7).
\r (CGI.) 3358 era„"^  (HH); 1970, 2022 aad 2060UiaX* ‘~r
(b) A red solid (0*05 go ^ 0*31 %) eluted with benseae^petroleum
ÿ G,
ether (I s 6)* Rechromatography and crystal1x satioa 
from pentana gave a product, mop* 167-8®. It was not 
possible to obtain this compound in analytical parity* 
ÿ  (CC1_,J 1970 aad 2022 em„”  ^(MC-O). ^mIcILJJvq V
(2) A white solid (0*165 g») elated with ethyl acetate* 
Reehromatography in ©tlier-ethyl acetate (4:1) on alumina
and crystallisation from ethor-petroleum ether gave crystalline 
products m*pc (Founds C,80o3?: H%8ol; FpIlo8)*
(CHCl,) 3350, 3428 cm.“  ^(MH).
(3) A red solid (0*02? g*) eluted with ethyl acetate* It 
crystallised from ethyl alcohol, m«p* 145-6®* 4,4*- 
Dimethylazobenzene did mot dipress itm malting peint*
Reaction of 4,4®-I>imethylazo?3eiiz©n© and Diiron Snnaacarbonyl 
4g49-Dimethylasob@nzen@^^ (15 g*, 0*071 mole) and diiron 
enneacarbonyl (26 g*, 0*071 mole) were stirred in benzen® (600 ml*) 
at room temperature for 20 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered 
through kieselguhr and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure. 
Tim petroleum ether soluble portion of the residue was chromato­
graphed on alumina to give :
(1) A deep x’ed solid (0*050 go, 0*16%) eluted with petroleum
ether* It was crystallised from petroleum ether (bap* 40-60®) 
to a product, m*po 166-7®. (Found; 0,43*4; H,2o5; M,5o9; 
0%23o8cCp^H^^Fe^E20g requires Cg43o85; E,4*45; 0,22*9).
(CCI.) 1968, 198K, 2005, 2035 and 2050 cm„“" (MC=.0)
(2) The products ©luted subsequently i:a extremely small amounts 
make any further study Impossible*
The petroleum ether insoluble portion of the residue only 
unchanged 4,4®-dimethylazobeEzen© (13 go, 86*6^ racowry) 
and SQÏÏL& polymeric products*
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BSACTIOiS OF SCHÏFF BASES MÎ0 ISOM CABBOHYLS,
Reaction of M«Ben%yliden@anillne with Biiron Kimeaoarbonyl
"^5
M-Benzylideneanxlino'- (4 g., 0*002 mole) and dixroii 
enneacarbonyl (8o27 g*, 0*002 mole) were stirred in benzene 
(200 mlo) at room temperature for 20 hr* The reaction mixture 
was filtered through kieeelgulir and the residua left after the 
evaporation of solvent under reduced pressure was chromatographed 
in petroleum ether on alumina to give;
(1) A deep brown solid (I *7 gv b 16* 7'%) ©luted with petroleum ether * 
It was r©chromatographed and crystallised from petroleum ether 
(hop* 30-4-0®) to give deep brown erystalss m^po 82-82*5®
(Found: 0,49*7; H,2o5; FagMO^ requires 0,49*5#
Ho2o4s Mo3*0)*
(CCI.) 1980 , 2025 and 2065 and* iUclXo S’
(KCl) 1935o 1955o 1968 with a shoulder at I9B0, 2010 ami
2055 em."^ (MC=0),
MoMoHo data are reported in the Appendix*
(2) A white .solid (O0O52 g*) eluted with ethyl acetate* 
Crystallisation from ethyl aoetate-petroleum ether gave 
white plates, m^p* 159*5™!60®, undepressed on admixture with 
an authentic sample of benzanllid©o They had s'apo,riraposable 
infrared spectra*
(3) A mixture of liquids (1*145 go) eluted with ethyl acetat©®
It was fractionally distilled to give;
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(a.) â colourless liquid (0*454 g*), b*po 36® at 0„? mm* Its 
infrared spectrum was superimposable with that of an 
authentic specimen of aniline*
(b) A colourless liquid (0*161 g«), 56® at 0*7 mm*
(Founds CsTAvO; Ho7o2)*
Fm-.. (liquid) 1?24 cfflo"^  (CO).niHiiwo
The thick brown liquid left behind was not Investigated 
Reaction of M-BeBzyXidenaanilin@ with Iron Pontacarbonyl underrrr^ ttw5i>Awi«Life-iwww<^iV4»4TV‘Ta'«ijfl«w<atvyxstLatl4Al^ ‘i5TftroxViBjb.id&yj,TSfyaïiiL».rjvm;fl«,T3;J4jChi»fîe-6^
irradiation^
brbfa war.'pi&aiT
H-BenzylideneanillM"' (4 g*, 0*022 mol©) and iron, 
peatacarbonyl (9 g*. Do045 mole) were irradiated la benzene 
(500 mla) for 15 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered through 
kieselguhr and the residue left after removal of the solvent 
under reduced pressure was chromatographed in petroleum ether 
on alumina to give ;
(1) A deep brown solid (0*455 g*g 4o5%) eluted with petroleum 
ether* It was identical with the complex formed from 
M-bsnzylideneaniline and diiron exmeacarbonjl®
(2) A mixture of two liquids (1*970 g*) as obtained in the 
preceding experiment*
Formation of bonzanilide was not detected in this
ease*
Reaction of the Complex obtained from E^BenaylidoneaBillne ana 
Diiron Krmoacarbonyl with Lithium. Aluminium Hydride*
The complex (1 g*, 0*002 mole) dissolved in tetrahydro- 
furan (20 ml*) was added dropwisa and with stirring to an ice- 
cold suspension of lithium aluminium hydride (0*16 g*^ 0*004 mole) 
in tetrahydrofuran (30 ml*)* After stirring the reaction mixture 
for X hr*g excess lithium aluminium hydride was decomposed 
by the addition of ethyl acetate (20 ml*)* The reaction mixture 
was filtered through kieselguhr and the residue left on evaporation 
of the solvent under reduced pressure was chromatographed in 
petroleum ether on alumina to give t
(.1) A trace of unchanged complex eluted with petroleum ether*
(2) A whlto solid (0o240 gv) eluted with petroleum ether* This 
was crystallised from petroleum ether (b*po 40=60®^) to give 
M-bosizylanilinOg m«po 35®% undepressed on admixture with am 
authentic specimen* They bad superlmpoaabl@ infrared spectra* 
Reaction of th© Complex obtained from 1-B©nzylid©neanilin®■e>43*wjSitiCTt»;-ivi'i!S4r.sswiX')tto.rfr5tnurtt-îV)eî^#4ii>«fl>i.îtto>xii4»i^Sti!mo-«tibj<m‘ïîtLVrïTran«»ytitfcwtA^
and Biiron Enneacarbonyl with Ferric Chloride*
(a) The complex (1 g*, 0*002 mole) dissolved in hem mem#
(30 mlo) was added dropwise a,ud with Etlrrisig to a suspension of
anhydrous ferric chloride (0*7 g* ^ 0*004 mole) ;Ib boazaa© (30 ml*)* 
Th© reaction mixture was stirred for 4 hr* at room temperature
and filtered through kiasel,guhro The residue left &n evaporation
Vof th© filtrate under reduced pressure v/ar> chromatographed in 
petroleum, ether on alumina to give only unchanged complex (0*? g*, 
70fo recovery)*
(b) The complex (1 0*002 mole) dissolved in ethyl
alcohol (40 mlo) was added dropwise and with stirring to a 
solution of anhydrous ferric chlorid© (0*7 g* % 0*004 mole) Im 
ethyl alcohol (30 ml*)* The reaction mixture was stirred at 
room temperature for 3 hr« and then at 60® for 3 hr*| during 
this time there was no visible change * The reaction mixture 
was filtered and the deep rod gummy residue left on evaporation 
of the solvent under reduced pressure did not dissolve in 
corntnoa organic solvents* Its solution in ethyl alcohol was 
filtered through alumina and the light bromi solid thus a luted 
(0*230 gc) was chromatographed in benzene on alumina* A whit® 
solid (0*220 go) was eluted with benzena-other (4:1), and this
0
on crystallisation from bemzene-petroleum ether had m^p» 160-‘l * 
(Found: 0,82*0; Ho6«.l; Mg6o6)
FmaXo 1675 cmX^’ (CO).
MoMoHo(CDCl^) ultl.plet) and 5<»23TCsinglet}[ratio 3s 1|*
Reaction of M-4--K©thylbenzylideneanilim with Miron Emeaoarbowl 
thylbenayl 1 denoani 1 (4 g«, 0*02 mole) and dilron
©xmeacarbonyl (7*4 g*, 0*02 mole) were stirred la benzene (200 mlo) 
at room temperature for 24 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered
through kleselguhr and the filtrate evaporated mider reduced 
pressure* The residue thus obtained was chromâtograph#d in 
petroleum ether on alumina to givas 
(1) A deep brown solid (0*090 g*, 0o92^) eluted with petroleum 
ether* It was rechromatographed and crystallised
from petroleum ether (boP* 30^^40®) to give deep brotm 
crystals, m<;.p« 138-9®* (Founds C,50o6; H g2*735 0,20*4« 
requires 0,50*6; 0,20*2)*
ymaxo 1980, 2025 and 8065 aad
(KCl) 1945, 1965 with a shoulder a.% 1980, 19959 2010
aad 2060 cm.“ '^ (MC-0)„
MoMoHo data are reported in the Appendix*
(2) A second brown solid (0*760 g«, ?oB%) eluted with petroleum 
ether* It was r© chromatographs cl and crystallised from 
petroleum ether (bop* 30^40®) to give deep bromi crystalline 
materialf, mop* 127-127.*5®.(FomwU C^50^7g H,2o6; IgloS; 
0 , 2 0 * 3 . requires 0,50*6; 1,2*8; I,2o95; 0,20*2)o
(CCI.) 1965, 2020 aad 2050 cm."^ aud// ISQJho r
(KCl) 1955, 1985, 2010=2015 and 2050 smo”-^' (HC-0).
MoMoRo data are reported in the Appendix* 
(3) Unchanged M-4=methyIbenzyIiden©aniXin® (2* I g* , ^  509S 
recovery) eluted with benzene*
(4) A pale yellow liquid (0*724 g*) eluted with ethyl acetmte*
7^
It was distilled to give a colourless liquid (0*349 go)*
Its infrared spectrum was si?.p©rimposable with that of am 
authentic sample of aniline*
A part of the residue left after distillation crystallised 
from ethyl acetate-petroleum ether to give white crystal11b© 
solid (0*015 ga)e mop* 142®*
■)/,, (CHCl^) 3432 cm„“  ^ (lH)s 1735 (GO).BiaXo p
This evidence suggests that the compound is p-toIuaBilldOo 
(Lito^^ m op * 146®)o 
Reaction of the Second Complex obtained from l-^-p-Mathylbenzjl-<K^l'SJ«rrtV;«;Wt-3*^*V.fWTOysê.\««WtSSCtW»t'45ÿrt!r'^ Una*fTOT.CO**«Si<iPi'^ -«*a»îPi-M*>,n*î*-rt^SW«îdh!?ÏL'A.4i^ ^
Idem© anil in® and Biiron Eînmeacarb-onyl with Lithium Aluminium 
Hydride*«rLX-jJÏÆA-) :Q
The complex (1 g*, 0*002 mole) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran 
(20 mlo) was added dropwise and with stirring to an ice-cold 
suspension of lithium aluminium hydride (0*250 g*, 0*006 mole) in 
tetrahydrofuran (40 ml*)* The reaction mixture was stirred for 
1 hr* at this temperature and for 1 hr* at room temperature*
Excess lithium aluminium hydride was decomposed by the dropwis© 
addition of ethyl acetate (20 ml*)* The reaction mixture was 
filtered, sovent evaporated under reduced pressure and the 
residue chromatographed in petroleum ether on alumina to gives
(I) Unchanged complex (0*282 g*, 28*2% recovery) eluted with 
petroleum ether*
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(2) A white solid (0*135 g«) eluted with ether* It was 
crystallised from petroleum ether (hop* 30-40®} to a 
solid, mopo 43-5®o
Vmaz. 3%>8 (WH).
Evidence from melting point and infrared spectrum suggests 
that the compound Is M-4-methylbenzyXanili:a®« (Lit*^^
42—45®}o
Reaction of M-Benz.ylidene-p-toluidin© with Diiron Enneacarbanyl* 
M-Benzylidene-p-toluidime^^ (4 g», 0*02 mole) and diiron 
enneacarbonyX (7*4 g*, 0*02 mole) were stirred in benzene 
(200 ml«) at room temperature for 24 hr* The reaction mixture 
was then filtered through kieselguhr and the solvent evaporated 
under reduced pressure* Chromatography of the rasidu© in petro­
leum ether on alumina gaves
(1) A maroon solid (1*610 g*, 16*3%) eluted with petroleum 
ether* Rechromatography and crystallisation from petroleum 
ether (b*p* 40-60®) gave a crystalline product, m^p* 6?®* 
(.Found: C,50o6; H,3o05; 0,20o4oC^^ H^^ .^ F©^ MO  ^requires C,50*6; 
n,2o8; 0,20*2)*
m^asc, 1980, 2028 and 2068 cm."*' and
(KCl) 1935, I960, 1980, 2020 and 2060 om."^ (MC=0).
MoMoHo data are reported in th© Appendix*
(2) A number of organic compounds (1*469 go) eluted with solvents 
of increasing polarities were not studiedo
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Heaetîoa of K-BsnzylidensmfflthyXaiin.ne and Diiron Enas a carbonyl.
9?M-B©nsylid©.TiemethyIamine (12 g*, 0*10 mole) and diiroa
enneacarbonyl (38 g*, 0*16 mole) were stirred In benzene (600 ml*) 
at room temperature for 24 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered 
through kieseXguhr and the solvent evaporated under reduced 
pressure* The petroleum ether soluble portion of the residue was 
chromatographed on alumina to gives
(1) A deep brown solid (13«?3 go, 34%# based cm unrecoverad 
Schiff base) eluted with petroleum ether* Rechromatography 
and crystallisation from petroleum ether (bop* 30-40®) gave 
crystalline product, niop* 92-92*3®« (Founds 0,42*25; 1^2*3;
OsS/^S.C^^HgFegBO^ requires C*42«l; H,2*3; Mo3o3;
0 * 24 o1)*
)? (CCI.) 1985, 2035 and 2075 cm,”  ^ando “V*
(KCl) 1945, 1955» 1970 with a shouldar at I98O, 2025 
and 2065 (MC-0).
data are reported in the Appendix*
(2) Organic byproducts ( 3 * 13 g o )  when th© column was stripped 
with methyl alcohol* They were not studied*
Reaction of M-Isopropylideneaniline with Diiron Enneacarbonji
M-Isopropylidan©anillne^^ (4 g*, 0*03 mole) and diiron 
acarbonyl (21*8 g*^ 0*06 mole) ymro stirred in benzene (200 ml 
at room temperature for 8 hr* All dllron ©nneacarbonyl had been
consumed during this time and th©r© was extensive d©composition 
of the reaction mixture* It was filtered through kioselguhr and 
the solvent distilled under reduced pressure* Chromatography 
of the unstable residue in petroleum ether on alumina gave g
(1) Aa unstable orange liquid (0*07 g*) eluted with petroleum 
ether* It was not studied further*
(liquid) i960, 2000and 2020 cm„"^ (MG«0). ^max*  ^  ^ y ;
(2) Unchanged I-isopropylici©n©anlline (3*068 g*, 75% recovery) 
eluted with methylene chloride and identified by comparison 
of its infrared spectrum with that of an authentic specimen*
Reaction of Acetopheaone Anil with Diiron Enaeacarbonyl.
Acatophenone anll^^ (6 g«% 0*03 mole) and diiron 
enneacarbonyl (22*4 g*, 0*06 mole) were stirred in feoazsme 
(300 mlo) at room temperature for 24 hr* The reaction mixture 
was filtered through kieselguhr and th© solvent evaporated under 
reduced pressure* The residue was chromatographed in petroleum 
ether on alumina to giv©;
(1) A maroon solid (2*165 go® 22*3%# based on unrecovered
acetophenone anil) eluted with petroleum ether* Rechromato- 
graphj and crystallisation from ether-petroleum ether (b*po 
40-60®) gave a crystalline product^ mop* 129-30®o (Founds 
C%50*6; H43oO; #*3,1; requires 0,50,6,
Bo2*8s #92*95; 0*20,2)o
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Vmax, 1990 with a shoulder at 2000, 2040 a M
2080 and
(KCl) 1950, 19?0* 1980, 2000* 2055 amd 2075 (MC-0)
HoMoRo data are reported in the Appendix*
(2) The organic byproducts (3*28 g*) subsequently eluted worm 
not studied*
MISCELLANEOUS HEACHOÎÏS
Reaction of Banzaidehyde Phenylhydrazone with Dllrom
Bengaldehycl© phanylhydrazone^’^ ^ (16 g«, 0*08 mole) 
and diiron enneacarbonyl (29*6 g*, 0*08 mol©) were stirred 
in benzone (800 ml») at 60® for 3 hr* and then at room 
temperature overnight* Th© reaction mixture was filtered 
through kieselguhr- and the solvent evaporated under reduced 
pressure* Petroleum ether and a trace of benzeno removed all 
the coloured material from th© residue and this was chromato­
graph© d in petroleum ether on alumina to giv® g
(1) Am orange solid eluted with petroleum ether-bensene (9:1)* 
Rechromatography and crystallisation from ether-petroleum 
ether furnished crystalline product (0*740 g*® 1*9%), mop* 
11?»8°. (Found; C,4?.9î H,2.9; 1,6,0; D,eO„3.CjQHjpF0gMOg 
requires C,47.9; H„2o55; »,5<.9; 0,20,.2),
max* (CCl^} 1980, 2030 aad 2068 CBo”  ^and
(KCl) 1945, 1955, 1970, 19 8 5, 2015 and 2058 cm„"^ (MC<
(2) A series of seven bands were eluted with solvents; of increase 
ing polarities* These products were Im insufficient amounts 
for any study*
The petroleum ether insoluble portion contained no 
metal carbonyl derivatives and was not studied*
S5
Reaction of Diphenylketsas and Iron Psntacarbonyl Jindsr irradiation,
2 0.1
Diphenylketen© (9 ® 0*046 mole) and iron xjontacarbonyi
(18*396 g«g Go093 mole) were irradiated in bonaorm (650 ml*) for 
20 hr* The reaction mixfc'are was filtered through kleselgukr and 
the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* The residue was 
chromatographed in benzene on alumina (6 hr* deactivated)* He- 
chromatography in petroleum Gther-benz-ene (10si) and crystalli­
sation from ether afforded an orange product^ 129«30®,>
(Founds Cp51o4; H,2o2; 0^24*9*0^.11^2^®2% x^equires C g50*0; Eg2*4; 
0,23o4)*
ÿ  ( C C W  2010, 2058 and 2X03 and
aSAOV O ^
) 1970, 198 0, 2002,, 2025 aad 2090 ca,"^ (MC=0)
MoMoE«(CGI^_) 2«78lf(Blnglet9 ax’omatic portons)*
There \ms extensive decomposition of the complex on alumina 
(not deactivated) with consequent loss of the materialo 
Reaction of Diethyl A ko dl carboxyl ate and Biiron E n?i© a carbony I* 
Diethyl azodicarboxylat© (4 g* ^ 0*023 mole) and diiron 
exmeacarbonyl (8*4 g*^ 0*023 mole) were stirred in benzene (200 ml *) 
at room temperature for 20 hr* ActualXy, a deep blu© solid started 
precipitating out almos^t instantaneously when the reactants were 
brought together* The reaction mixture was filtered* This blue 
solid was unstable^ changing to brown In about 2 hr*; it did not 
show metal carbonyl absorptions In the Infrared spectrum* It was
insoluble in all organic solvents and was not studied further*
The filtrate xmB evaporated under reduced pressure and residue 
chromatographed on alumina in benzeme-petroleum ether (9:1) 
to give ;
(1) Traces of colourless liquids (0*090 g*) eluted with solvents 
of i ncr© a si ng polari 11e s *
(2) A white solid (0*04-0 g*) ©luted with methylene chloride*
It was crystallised from ethyl acetate-petroleum ether to 
a productg 129®o
t . ,  (KCl) 3279 (M).iuclJL*
Evidence from its infrared spectrum aad melting point 
suggests that the compound is diethyl hydrazine dlcarboxylate, 
m.p. 131®).
This experiment carried out under irradiation yielded 
the same products*
Reaction of Diazocyolopentadiene and Iron Pentacarbonyl under 
irradiation*ti*jr r*i /r
103Diazocyclopentadien©'' (2*4 g*, 0*026 mole) and iron 
pentacarbonyl (5^ .1 g* ® 0*026 mole) were Irradiated in benzene 
(400 ml*) for 2 hr„ The reaction mixture was rapidly filtered 
and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure.» There was 
extensive decomposition during this timo* The benzene soluble 
portion of the residue was again filtered and the solvent rapidly
8^7
evaporated; the infrared spectrum of th© unstable red oil thus 
left behind showed both terminal and bridging metal carbonyl 
absorption*
f ^ (liquid) 2114, 2045 and 1976 em."^ (Terminal MC=0);BlEl Æ tî
1?92 crao*"^' (Bridging HG-O)*
Ab attempt to chromatograph it on alumina in benzene resulted 
in complete décomposition*
Reaction of Diazofluoran© and Iron Pontaicarbonyl under irracllatloso
90Mazofluorene (? g*, 0 * 0 3 6 mol©) and iron pentacarboiiyl 
(14„5 go 9 Co073 mole) were irradiated in benzene ( 6 5 0 ml*) for 
24 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered through kiesalguhr and 
th® solvent evaporated under reduced pressure« The residua was 
dissolved in bonsene (150 ml*) and chromatographed on alumina 
(4 hr* deactivated) in petroleum ether to give:
(1) A deep violet compound (0*518 g*) eluted with petroleum 
ether* Quite a lot of it decomposed* Rechromatography 
gave crystalline material (0*10 g*)* It was rapidly
e tre lomm (atber t® a pro#%et wrup,
146-7®c (Found: Cg50*2; H,lo8 ; 0 ,2 5 *6)0 It was fairly stable 
in the dry state* It was later found to b© much more staM© in 
carbon tetrachloride than in ether or petroleum ether*
(CC1&) 2012, 2 0 5 2 and 2088 (Terminal MC-O) 5
1840 cmc™^ (Bridging MC-O)*
(2) A number of organic products eluted subsequently were not 
studied*
Reaction of Dxazofluoren© and Diiron. Enneacarboiiyl.,
MazoflLioren©^^ (4 g», 0*02 mole) and dilrom enraeacar'bo.nyl 
(15*2 go g 0o04 mole) were stirred in h e n z m m  (200 ml«) at 
room temperature for 24 hr* The.re was a little unchanged diiroa 
enneacarbonylo The reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent 
evaporated under reduced pressure* Addition of petroleum ether 
to the residue caused precipitation of a deep red solid (1*8 g*). 
sparingly soluble In most organic solvents* It was identified as 
fluore.no.me azina by its melting point and mixed malting with an 
authentic sample* Th© petroleum ether soluble part was eliromato- 
graphed on alumina in petroleum dhher to give I
(1) A deep violet solid (0*010 go), rather sticky, ©luted with 
bensen©-petrol©urn ether (1:1)* It did not melt 300®*
(KCl) 1934, 1972p 2000 » 2020 aad 2040 (MC-O).tïïîàJ£o
(2) A deep red solid (0*330 g*) eluted with banzena-patroleim 
ether (Xsl)* Rechromatography on alumina in benzene- 
petroleum ether (1:4) gave first a deep red compound (0*240 g*)? 
it was crystallised from ©thar-petrol©um ether into long needles, 
m*pa 187™8®, Lassaigna^s test for nitrogen was negative and
it did'not contain any iron* This evidence suggests that th©
compound is blfliHorenyliden©* m*p* 190-1®)o It
was followed by an orange solid (0*006 g*), eliated with benzene-
8 9
petroleum ether (1:4)* It did not melt -4^ 300 ^
Xa.ax 1980, 202? and 2062 (MC-O),
(3) A yellow solid (0*20 go) eluted with beazene* R©chromato-> 
graphy on ordinary alumina (6 hr* deactivated) in benzene gave 
crystalline material^ mop* 82-3^  ^ undepressed by an authentic 
sample of fluorenone* Infrared spectral comparison also showed 
that this was fluorenon©*
(4) A deep red solid (0*50 go) eluted with ether^benson# (IsSOg 
mopo 2?8^% undepressed by an authentic specimen of fluoremome 
asûB©o
Reaction of Tetramethyl^S^tetrasene with Iron Pentacarboiijl 
Tetramethyl=2=tetra2ene^^^ (10 g* g 0*0?4 mole) and iron 
pentacarbonyl (l4o6 g* « 0*086 mole) were irradiated in benæeji®
(550 mlo) for 20 hr* There was extensive decomposition in the 
reaction mixture* It was rapidly filtered and the solvent evaporated 
under reduced pressure* The residue@ partly decomposed during this 
time 3 was chromât gorap he cl in petroleum ether on alumina* Am 
unstable light orange solid (0*50 g*) eluted with petroleum ether*
It was rapidly crystallised from petroleum ether (bop* 30""%^)9 
m*po 115“16^o It appeared to be stable in the dry state* (Founds 
C,35*4; %s32«; M»?.!; 0,2?*3)o
(CCI,) 1940, 1950, 1970» 1985s 2005 aad 2055 cm."^ (MC-0).
max* ■*
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Reaction of Tetramethyl-S-^tatrasene with 0i1.ron ISnnaacarbonyl■«Mecuwn,RiATOTaî5»*tKiA<£Viy/¥V-ysî.iiziT>"Ta«53i1i,TïtiCAitJrx.'iir.jTn-iU-Ayrr=-'UY#zvca--iL!Âi»=j^ i'4:r.Tl-îS«i:ïS5>i«MNr*^
K16Tetramethyl-R^tetrazene"' (4 g* ^ 0*034 mole) and diiron 
e line a carbonyl (20*6 g. ^ 0*056 mole) %mre stirred in benzene 
(200 ml*) at room tamperatur© for 20 hr* There was extensive 
decomposition in the reaction mixture* It was rapidly filtered 
through klaselguhr and the filtrate evaporated under reduced 
pressureo The residue containing considerable amounts of 
decomposed material was chromatographed in petroleum other on alnmlma 
to give a highly unstable orange liquid (0*080 g<,)o 
(liquid) 1972c 2016 and 2061 cmo“  ^ (MC»0)„SlciAo
Reaction of Fluorenom and Iron Pentaearbonyl under irradiationo 
Fluorenone (4 g*^ 0*022 mole) and iron pentacarbonyl 
(4o4 go g O0O22 mole) were irradiated in bens-ane (600 ml*) far 
8 hro The reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent evaporated 
under reduced pressure* The residue was dissolved in benzene 
(20 mlo) and petroleum ether. (60 -and- chromatographed on
alumina in petroleum ether* A yellow solid (3o5 go g B7o3% recovery) 
was ©luted with petroleum ether and was shown to be unchanged 
fluoronon© by mixed molting point with authentic sample*
Reaction of B'luorene and Iron Pentacarbonyl under irradiation«A«<vTrrpygCT»A'o>Aij*p>*igîs;j^ J%rjfc-aTvrras*^Ctaa?)3*Jt?»xivvJi:oajattt5asfc%rnfîM>«rtw*^r^ t^T‘jCT‘wayAf»gt»Prt«wm»w^irw->jg^j!»^j.L;i>v»Tih^w^»«^?;.«tei^ ^
Fliiorene (4 g* ^ 0*024 mole) and iron pantacarbonyl (4*? g* g 
0*024 mole) were irradiated :ln benzene (600 ml*) for 8 hr* There 
was practically mo change in the colour of the reaction mixture*
It was filtered and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure*
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The infrared spectrum of the residua was superimposable witk 
that of an. authentic sample of fXuoren© and the recovery was 
quant ;l t a t i ve *
Reaction of Tatrapheaylethylone and Diiron Bhmeacarbonylo
109
Tetraphenylethylen© (4 g o 0*012 mole) and diiron
enneacarbonyl (4*4 g*g 0*012 mole) were heated to reflux in 
(200 mlc) with stirring for 6 hr* The reaction mixture was filtered 
through kiesalguhr and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* 
On addition of benzene to the residue^ trllron dodecacarbonyl 
(Oo5 g.>) was thrown out» It was filtered and the saturated solutigm 
of the filtrate was chromatographed in benzene on alumina* Unchanged 
tatral^honylethylen© (3 «3 g* ^ 95^ recovery) was ©luted with benzene « 
Reaction of Tetranhenylethylene and Iron Pentaoarbonyl under 
irradiation*iiaaT,cft#ZL<ÎJMA¥>VEi*»Ji4Ttff*uf:ASjSf 1
107Tetraphenylethylene (4 g«g 0*012 mole) and iron ponta«
carbonyl (4*7 o*024..m o l a ) . r # d i ^ t e d  im benzene (500 ml*)
for 8 hr* The reaction mixture filtered through kieselguhr 
and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure* Chromatography 
of the residue in benzene on alumina gave unchanged tetmph©nyl- 
ethylene in nearly quantitative amounts*
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Reaction of N^Glmmamylidemeaalllme with Biiron EnneaomA-M3t4.fXpT;f?Tirz/n9Lar3AA:fW!r%;Aafi:9waf:n*T];*i5j(vrrww;emK?f4#wm«*4wt*w^A*:»Al.1:rjA%tAiTW%^
N™Cinnamylld©n@#alllme*^^ (2 go^ 0*009 mole) and diiron eimea- 
oarbai\3fl (3&5 go? 0*009 mole} were stirred in beassmma (200 ml*) 
at room t@mpemtur© for 24 hr* The reaction mixtur© was 
filtered through kieaelguhr and the solvent evaporated under 
reduced pressure^ The s^eeiteo wa© dissolved in the minimum 
VO lime of a ml3sture of hemzeme^petroleum ether (is 4) and ohromatO' 
graphed on alumina (4 hr* deactivated) to give
(1) A red solid (1*5^ g* @ 47*1^ g hased on anil taken)g ©luted 
with hen^emernpetroleum ether (Is4)® Rochromatog^aphy and 
cryetaXlisation from ether g w e  a prodmot^ m*po 
(Founds Cp62ol§ Hp3<>75s Up4°2^ Opl4olo requires
Cp62o3s He3o8G Up4oO^ Ogl3o8)e 
y  (CCI4 ) 1935 with a ahouMer at 1995« 206o (MG-O)
The structure giwen below is analogous to that of 
]|-Ginnamaldehydei:coB trlearhonyi^a'M ooneistent with th# 
nom*To spectrumq The mom*r* epectrum (earhon disulphMe) ehow©
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at 2o95 %  (multiplets) relative intensity 10*6.) aromatic 
protons ‘S' proton a)? 4»42 X" (symmetrical quadruplets, relative 
intcBsitj Ig proton -d ) o/s^ ^ ^  o/b )^ 6o72X
(eyvmetrioal quadrupletg relative intensity Ip proton G§
9 o 1 ©y 0 § © y B ) o
(2) The organic produot@ (0*71 g*) olut©d 8uh%@quontly were
not studied*
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S©hlff homes of ar orna tie aMeliydeg amd ketonee remet 
with cliiFOB oEMoaoarho«y 1 at room température giving oomplezo 
wltU the moleoular formula (baae) Fe@ (C0)@ «, Azinea and
hydrazonog afford analogout oomplezea = Sehiff foaa©@ glv© io' 
yteid© of the same eomplexem vhem Irradiated with trou penta-^ 
oarbouyl® whereas asifses do mot reaot under these conditions. 
Aæobomaemo reacts with iron peutaearbonyl when Irradiated to 
give a metal oarboByl complex eorresporadlug to t'h© formula 
 ^(azobemaene)Pea (GO)ë " $ which in fact 1© a derivative of ortlu 
$emldimeg in addition to thl© type® substituted azobemzemee 
#I@@ g t w  products of the type (axîobeBZM©)^F©(CO)^ Reoctloî 
of azotoluene with diiroti ©messjcarbonyl at room temperature gl 
yet @mother type of complex im extremely low yield. The mass 
©pectMi mud chemical degradetion mud probable structures of 
ttuese complexes are di®euem®d«
Diphenyldiazometheme reacts with Iron pentacarbonyl when 
irradiated giving two different type© of complexes g It® react 
with triiron dodeoa carbonyl give® pro domina n t ly one of these..
4@<4^--^'Ditelyldiazomethame afford® similar complexe©® but 
phemyMiiîzometîiau© and p'hemy ifoemz oy Id la zom ethane give only 
mmmtmble products in lorn yields. The most notable feature of 
thie work Is that diphenyIketene@ am irradiation product of
'f
phemyi'bessîsoyldtszometliaîïB© rsmct© wootlily with Irom 
ésas’be&wl \^ h@n Irradiated to give complex in fairly high yi©SU 
Bsise^ S oa analytical® mas© aspectr©! aed chemical degradation 
eerk® pomaihle structure© ar© proposed for these complexe©., 
Bip3h©ayIdlmzometWme doe© not .react to give any complex©© wlier^' 
irradiated with nickel tetraearhonylp methyleyelopantacHenyl-^ 
mamgmmeae tricarbonyl and oteomtem h@%acarbonyl.
.. Tetr©methyX-*2«tetras©a'a© react© with iron pent«scarbonyl 
■whesa irradiated giving a complex 1b low yields Ita react!oeb 
sjrlth diiron ©Bmeacazioonyl at room temperature gives ao unetatoi 
ii«id complexo Biazoflaorte® afford© two complexes in very 
yield©B on treatment with diirom enneacarbony 1 and a difiA: 
complex when irradiated with iron pentacarbonyl^ the latter 
compommd ©haws bath bridging and terminal metal carbonyl 
absorption© in the infrared ©pectram» Blasacyclopentadien© 
gives mm unstable liquid complex when irradiated with iron 
pantacmrbonyl o Ha complexes are formed from ethyl aiaodicmrbo^ Ë 
late mmd iron pentacarbonyl or diiron eimeacarbonyl. Xn view 
e:f tte iamtabiltty and low yield© of these coBaplex©©® it has 
met been possible to carry out any chearlca 1 work om theîsno 
Attempto to form complexes from fluorcne® fluor©none or 
totraphenylethylene and iron pentacarbonyl by irradiation ar© 
not suocoBsful.
Bœe réaction© between the complex obtained from acetyl< 
mnël the iron tetracas.'^bonyl aniom amd the fo 1 lowing reagemt©
©r© eessfrlod out in order to study the chemistry of this rather 
IntoTOstiBSg compound o X t s reaction with d IchlorophenylphosphiE 
doe© not give any phosphol®» tfiien irradiated® it ylalds ©sra 
unstable complexo %n order t® see whether It is possible to 
replace one or more carbonyl groups by dtphesaylcarboia© It 1© 
lrradl<at@d with dlphs nyldiaz@m©‘^ an© » Ho ©üach reaction 
©ccmrsg instead two nitrogen containing complexes are obtained 
Zta Mactiom with phen y la c @ -ty leme gives a metal complex im vers^  
i@w yield o Although the ©tady of these compounds ia incomplet 
data are presented on them.
